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Excellence in computer
furniture technology.

COMPUTER:URNITURE B~ ''T~! .
Data MATE J ~ ~

li ~

INTRODUCTION

DATA-MATE® computer furniture
is carefully designed and engi
neered to provide higher efficiency
and productivity. It is far more than
simply a support for your computer
equipment.

Rugged steel construction is
designed for durability. Cable and
paper management systems
provide efficiency and neat,
uncluttered appearance. Ail
equipment bays have ample
ventilation for heat dissipation.
Clean lines blend perfectly with
hardware design and function.

Data-MATE® products are in
stock for immediate shipment.

Operator comfort is becoming
increasingly more important.
Features such as height adjust
ments to reduce operator fatigue
and casters for mobility and
versatility have been designed into
the Data-MATE line. And that
means greater efficiency and
higher productivity.

Catalog, priees, and further
information available from
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rES&œŒJ~~Œ~TINOIES&œŒJ~
~~ ES Products Qi Interest
On June Il Don Stanfield of Tandy's New Products/Mer
chandising in Ft. Worth advised us that a few pre
release test copies of XENIX ver. 01.03.02 are out,
ançJ the product that will be released for sale to
users is in production and should be in the Computer
Centers by July 1.

Vêr. 01.03 •.02'5 claim to fame is its ability to
support remote printing from the DT-l. But donlt get
too exeited; H's still not perfecto XENIX 01.03.02
will permit local printing of MULTIPLAN documents
from the terminal; however, it will oRly print a
"dumb document" (e.g., a document with no special
print control characters, such as underlining or
bOId-face) from SCRIPSIT.

DT-ls older than 90 days will have tobe retrofitted
with the latest EPROM (electronically programmable
ROM) in 0 rder ta ma ke use of remoteprinting. Any DT
1 shipped from Ft. Worth in the last 90 days has
al ready been equipped wi tn the mostrecent version of
ROM.

(roor those who don't want to wait for 01.03.02, XPD
from Telexpress, Inc. (Box 217, Willingboro, NJ 08046
609/877-4900) is available now and will support
local printing from the DT-l without any.ROM changes.
But befOre you get out your checkbook, be advised
that it does not solve the SCRIPSIT pro~lem. XPD al 50
supports local printing from the Models II, 12; 16,
and 2000, as long as they are running Teleterm, a
TRSDOS communications package, also from Telexpress.
Incidentally, Adyanced CQID~ will feature reviews
of these two pr oducts in our next issue.)

Ver. 01.03.02 also cornes with sorne "bug fixes," in
cluding the ability for XENIX ta support modems other
than RadioShack modéms, and a device driver for the
screen.

RS has announced the release of RM/FORTRAN 77. When
used with TRS-XENIX, the program is a complete imple
mentation of the mest recent ANSI Fortran Standard,
known as Fortran 77.

RM/FORTRAN 77 (cat. no. 26-64511 for the Model 16B
costs $699.

RE has introduced the DMP-IIO, a new, high-perfor
man ce, triple mode, dot matrix printer, featuring
letter quality word processing, data processing, and
high resolution bit image graphics.

The DMP-110 (cat. no. 26-1271) costs $399.95.

~~ Exehaoge
Within this column in months past, we initiated a
"maG;hine exchange" service for subscribers who wished
to buy andlor sell used 11/12/16 cèquipment. Response
has beèn good and trading brisk.

Present inventory indicates that we have more people
interested in buying than selling. If you have any
Snack or non-Shack machines or peripherals to sell,
this is your opportunity. Give Mark Ingoglia a'.call,
and he'll try te mateh you up with one of the poten
tial buyers on file.

We're attempting to keepthe "equipment for sale"
file current 50 buyers don't have to be phoning
around the country needlessly. Would those of you who
registered equipment for sale with us and subsequent
l,y sold it let Mark know 50 your names cao be removed
from the active file.

,1illà .sit.lle. lI!~
Recently we've noticed the emergence of a disturbing
trend. In the past several weeks we've received no
less than six phone calls from sUbscribers complain
ing about the failure of their RS 15 meg hard disk
drives. The attitude of the local RS CCs in~olved
seems to be, "these things happen." But need they
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happen with such alarming regularity to the saEe
equ ipment?

One small clUe to the drives' erratic behavior has
come to light. A subscr iber who called todiscuss
with us his hard drive failure sa id his CC manager
told him the RS 15 meg hard dr ive is especially
susceptible ta voltage fluctuations and that if his
computer is located in a building known to have power
variations, he could expect to see more of the same.

Should others of you be experièl1Cing similar prob
lems, veld like to know about them. Mail us a des
cription of your hard drive problems, and we'll com
pile the results and present the evidence to Fort
Worth. We'll aIse publish an article on recovery
operations should the response indicate the need.

Advanced CO!J!P!lting .2Il Coapu5erve
The Jan/Feb issue of Advanced Computjng was the last
we put online i=~ RevsBet, the online specialized
nevsletter database c.:= of Bry:-. Ravr, Pa. Ne were
online vith the. for a year .. and the response from
their subscribers to 0 ~ publication vas disappoint
ing and did not varrant our cc:-tînuing vith them.

Ne did miss our electronic .ailbox, though, 50 we've
subscribed to Co.puServe to continue sending and
receiving electronic .ail. ~z~te us at 70035,1667.

Thanks to Dr. Paul Haitoh, a subscriber and contribu
ter to Advanced CQmpating and an avid electronic
communicator {see his article on page 12 in this
issue on using Bulletin Board Systellls , ve now have a
method for receiving articles via CIS. Since E-mail
restricts textual transmission to 4,000 characters
(most articles average 10,000 characters), an alter
nate method had to be developeiL His .ethod involves
using the contributor's Persona! File ~a~agement area
and the Public File Access Syste••

It worksl If you would like more details concerning
how to send us articles via crs, contact Barbara
Albert at Ady~nced ÇQm~ {71~ 397-3364). Or send
E-Mail!

/1Q.Qtl li .TRSllQS 2Jolnu.s.
Many Model II TRSDOS users have written, expressing
frustration and anger because they feel we have aban
doned them in favoI of XENIX users. The following
letter is representative of the type of letter we've
been receiving, and we're including it here, together
with our response, with the hope that those of you
who are experieneing the same concerns .ay receive
sorne reassurance from this dialogue.

"1 see by my mail that it is now time to renew my
subscription to Advanced CQIDputing. 1 have âecided
to continue but it has been a very difficult deci
sion. The hesitancy i$ a result of the change which
the publication has undergone sinceits conception a
few years ago.

"When 1 became aware of the magazine, my reaction was
that here is just the publication 1 want because
every article in other magazines for seme reason does
not apply to the TRS-SO Model II, Or it's for the
Model III or l, or for sorne other reason aoes not
interest me.

"1 became aware that, as a BASIC user and exper iment
er, 1 was not aware of about one half of the capabil
ities~f' my machine. The articles by Kloosterman,
Canant," and man~ Others about SVCs, machine language,
and so many other useful and interesting topies made
me count the days until 1 received each issue.

~Articles about Unix, XENIX, and CP/M do not interest
me. In fact, the last article which 1 was able to
relate to was the one on the r:ecovery of SCRIPSIT
files. Tha t was three issues back. 1 seern to have
gone the full circle from publications which missed
me completely back around to wherè 1 started.

JULYfAUGUST 1984
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~ut 1 am optimistic that things might change. 1
hope to continue to subscribe for sorne time, and 1
hope our interests drift closer together 50 1 will
vant to continue."

Our response to this' subscr iber is as follows:,

-1 vas distressed by your feelings that we have
somehow abandoned our Model II users; this simply is
Dot true.

-l'm sorry that articles about XENIX don't interest
you, butI think you can understand that as a busi
ness computer publication, we have many businessmen
who subscribe to the magazine to whom XENIX repre
sents an area of intense interest. You also say that
CP/M doesn't inter est you, yet one of the beauties of
our powerful Radio Shack computers is their ability
to run an operating system other than its own TRSDQS.

-l'm not going to tell you we are going to stop
?~blishing articles about XENIX and CP/M because that
vouldn't be true. But 1 don't think we have stopped
p~blishing articles of interest to TRSDOS users, or
~ASIC programmer s, or anyone else still using a Model
II. We use our Model II every day of the week, aIl
day long; it's the most fabulous work horse imagin
able.

-If and when we ever get the revenues from subscrib
ers and advertisets to allow us to expand the size of
the magazine, then perhaps we'll be able to include
more articles of interest for Model II TRSDOS users
exclusively."

Be.ïl version .Qi.~
JMI Software Consultants, Inc. have announced the
July ava ilabili ty of ver sion 1.5 of BASTOC, the BASIC
to C translator. This new version of BASTOC will
support the complete CBASIC compiler dialect, in
addition to the currently supported MicroSoft Disk
BASIC.

For more information, contact: JMI Software Consul
tants, Inc., P.O. Box 4S1, Spring Heuse, PA 19477

215/62S-0S40) .

ÇQID~~
A computer club has been formed on Hellenikon Air
Base in Greece. Contact Paul A. Mullens, cio
Olympian Computer Club, Box 4277, APO NY, NY 09223

Robert C. Stockler has started a Model 11/12/16 users
group in LQuisvil1e, KY. Find out more from him at
Gates, Stockler & Lenz, Inc., 40l4-C Dutchman's Lane,
Louisville, KY 40207'.

tor of Merchandising, Business Computer Products. His
responsibilities in this position include supervision
of the full line of TRS-SO business computers, in
cluding the Tandy 2000, the Model 16B, and the Model
12, plus printers and software product planning.

Mr. Chandler was appointed to this position after Ed
Juge was promoted to Director of Market Planning.

~2..Q..Q..Q.
And speaking of Ed Juge, we received a letter from
him concerning the relative abilities of the Tandy
2000. He writes:

"Creative Solutions, Inc. of Ann Arbor, MI special
izes in CPA Client Write-Up software. ln their
March/April newsletter, "The Balance Sheet," they
publish benchm~rk comparisons for the IBM-XT and the
Tandy 2000. Their tests were unique in that they
were based not on test algorythms, but on printing of
actua1 transaction reports, general ledgers, and
financia1 statements. In aIl 9 tests, the 2000 was
fastest. Our closest race was Tandy 2:09 vs. IBM
2:22. Best was 3:04 vs. 6:44, clocked from main menu
choice to return to main menu. Print output was
routed to a hardware spooler so printer choice would
not affect timing.

"Our software people recently set up identical 3x200
Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheets on the PC and 2000 and found
the PC took 9.5 seconds vs. only 3 on the 2000.
Sorting of 172 database items on 1-2-) timed at 5
seconds vs. 2.

"You might also like to know that over 100 software
products are under consideration f0r the 2000 through
our Express OrdeI Software program. Already avail
able are Word Perfect, Data Ace, WordStar, MultiMate,
and Accounting Fartner. Others are coming very soon.
AlI in aIl, it promises to be a very exciting summer
for the, Tandy 2000."

Farewell.~ Microcomputer ~
If you subscribe to~ Micrpcom~ ~~~, you've
already seen its final issue (June 19841. Their
reason for going out of business is that the other
eight publications devoted exclusively to covering
the TRS-SO computers do such good jobs that~
M~~~~~ "became redundant" (their words).

Subscribers to~M~m~~~ will have
their unexpired subscriptions fulfil1ed by any one of
eight TRS-SO support magazines (Adyance4 QQmputihg.
CQlQ.I. QQm~~~ .!J..S.eL. .liQ.l~ ao. .t1~
Portable ~~ and ~ ~~); the choice is
left to the subscriber.

11/12/16 users in the Puget Sound area of Washington
may be interested in the users group there. Contact
Frank G. Higgins, 9510 l8th Avenue, N. W., Seattle, WA
98117.

Tand~9raph fQL~
David Ray has developed a so~tware package that con
verts the TRSDQS Tandygraph program into a program

1that runs Under XENLX. After installation, the
Tandygraph program f~nctions as under TRSDOS, except
that aIl output is spooled to the pIotter, enabling

.the pIotter to be supported in a multiuser environ
ment.

Since the basic Tandygraph program bears the Houston
Instruments copyrigat, the purchaser must already
have the TRSDOS Tandygraph program.

Cost of this program is $250. For more details,
contact Davi9 Ray, CPA, 1301 Northwest Highway, Suite
210, Garland, TX 75041.

.ES. hQmQ.ti.Qn..a
A recent News Release from Radio Shack Publicity
announces that Van Chandler has been appointed Direc-
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Tandy's support for the su~viving magazines is to
increase their advertising volume and to retain the
existing~M~m~~~~ staff so that
information available from within Tandy Towers will
continue to be available through the magazines. We're,
compiling a Rwish listR of articles we want to re
ceive from former Microcomputer ~~~ staffers; drop
us a line if you have any suggestions you'd like to
add.

We're hoping to see a substantial increase in the
number of subscribers to our magazine within the next
several months. Subscribers to TRS=aQ Microçom~
~ must return a card indicating to which magazine
t~e~ choose to have their subscription transferred,
,a~à these cards must be returned to Ft. W0rth by July
'31. He should begin to receive returns on these
'cards during July, and by the end of August (about
the time our next issue cornes out>, we should have
the whole picture.

Although Tandy doss not have specific figures con
cerning howmany subscribers to their publication are
Model 11/12/16 owners, their conservative estima te is
30,000. We'll keep you advised.

ADVANC.D COIIPUTING 3
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Featur. -

For those who don't care to read long discur
sive reviews, here's the summary of my find
ings at the start in a short and sweet para
graph:

THE
ERIT

8MHzDPO

I purchased an 8 MHz 256K DPO from
Veritas in February and have been putting it
through its paces with a variety of commercial
software on my own Model16a, as weil as dis
cussing it with the folks at Veritas.

n the January 1984 issue of Advanced
Computing (Vol. 2, No. 4, p. 42) Robert
VanNatta gave a preliminary report on
the standard 5 MHz DPO (Dual Pro
cessor Option) board from Veritas
Technology, Inc., using only a poor

BASIC (Personal BASIC from Digital
Research). I feel that this product is deserving
of much greater testing, utilizing software at
its top of the !ine.

The hardware is incredible and powerful and
free of problems; the supplied (and up to now,
the only) DOS is detestable. This is a great
product being sabotaged by its own designers.

The fact is, the Veritas board in its fast and
large RAM configuration essentially turns a
Model II or 16a into a Compupro 8/16, and
that's high praise indeed. If I buy another
computer, it will be that one from Compupro,
but if the problems with Veritas can be solved
(and I think they can), I may not need to.

JrLY'Al-Gl"ST 1984
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Problems wlth Models 12/16b
First, a caveat: the DPO doesn't work
very weIl with the Model 12 nor with
any but the initial batch of 16bs.
Radio Shack changed the entire elec
trical configuration of the mother
board for the 12 and 16b and has re
leased no schematics or technical de
tails and has so far refused to supply
this information to anyone, particu
larly third party board suppliers like
Veritas. There is a harried program
mer named Dwayne Hendricks at
Veritas who is growing very old and
very frustrated trying to crack the
secret of that new board.

However, in my Model16a and in aU
Model Ils, the board installs in from
thirty seconds to three minutes; it
just snapps into the first unoccupied
slot in the internaI card cage, and
works just fine.

Two DPO Versions
The DPO cornes in two versions, the 5
and 8 MHz, either available in a 128K
or 256K mode!. The 5 MHz version
also offers an optional 8087 co
processor; the 8087 simply won't run
any faster. There is very little soft
ware available for the 8087, and l
suspect ifs not worth the bother; if
you really need that kind of number
crunching capability, there are better
ways to go than the 8087 anyway.

I selected the 8 MHz model with full
memory. l find no advantage to a 5
MHz board, since its differential in
speed with the 4 MHz Z-80 is not
enough to notice and the software
available for it is essentially identica!.
Since the primary attraction of the
board to me was speed, it made no
sense to get a fast clock and not give
it enough memory to really use that
speed to best advantage.

The board works amazingly weIl, as if
made by Tandy for the machines. It
uses the Z-80 as a slave lIO manager,
but beyond that is a totally self
contained computer. It is completely
turned off unless activated by soft
ware and is transparent when using
any other than its own operating
system.

Supplied CP/M·86
The initial board cornes with CP/M-86
and nothing else, and the version sup
plied looks customized and pretty but
is actuaUy an extremely basic ver
sion, so basic, in fact, that it will not

fi ADIIANCED COfllPUTING

run ap.y commercially available soft
ware without bad, and in sorne cases
dangerous, glitches -- it if runs it at
aIl.

As an early purchaser I understood l
was something of· a paying guinea
pig, but I expected bugs, not really an
incomplete operating system that is
useful only for programming from
WordStar in the non-document
mode.

The two major users of 8" CP/M-86,
DEC and Compupro, offer complete
versions only, and aIl commercial
software is angled to them. Indeed,
Veritas chose to emulate the DEC
VT-52 with their DOS because vir
tually aIl commercially available
CP/M-86 has that as an installation
option. The very few that do not are
customized easily using Veritas' sup
plied codes.

The DPO board is twice
the computer of an IBM
PC and is, in fact, more
like the Tandg 2000 in

speed, get gou don't have
to learn a new kegboard
or even bug ang other

peripherals.

The supplied version of CP/M-86 was
thrown in free when I bought the
board. I feel as if I was overcharged.
Not that it looks incomplete -- boot
ing the DOS disk, you first get a com
plete IBM-style diagnostic test which
sorne folks dislike but I find re
assuring. After ten seconds or so, up
cornes a really nice looking graphic
logo and the usual copyrights, along
with a status report on the system.
For example, if you have an 8087 in
staIled, it'll tell you if it's on or offline.
Then you get to the familiar A>
prompt, and as long as you remember
that .COM is now .CMD when
PIPping or whatever, there is no dif
ference to the user between, say,
P&T and Veritas CP/M-86. If you
know one, you know the other.

The usual utilities are here as weIl,
although Veritas chose to do a few
tlûngs differently. The format is the
standard IBM 8" 1024 byte sectors,
and supports single and double densi
ty and single and double sided disks.
In addition, this version will read and

write P&T 2.2 disks. - - :- mginal
ly supplied version ~ ~ - single
sided P&T. The new B~--;: -:- DOS l
received does, however. ~ double
sided P&T, so this has been
fixed and is a weicome debug.

SETUP allows you to set the system
options, from drive step rates 1;0 the
lIO parameters, and also allows an
Autoexec line written as a specific
Submit file, but you should ignore it
because the DPO does. The Autoexec
just doesn't work, and Submit is in
termittent. Cursor control is good,
and drive set aUows us 16a owners to
take full advantage of the 3 MS
capable thinline drives we have.
There is also a .\lard disk utility that's
quite nice, treating each disk as a
separate drive and theoretically al
lowing DOSes to mix so long as you
remember which is which, although it
supports only the Radio Shack 8 and
12 meg drives in the supplied version.
The newer revision might handIe 15
meg drives; I have no way of telling
since l don't have one. Both
XON/XOFF and EXC/ACK are sup
ported, although both my Anderson
Jacobson and a friend's NEC Spin
writer prefer the latter.

CP/M-86, as supplied, has no provi
sion for changing the lIO byte. LST is
set up for the parallel port, and if you
have a seriaI printer, you must manu
ally key in STAT LST: = UL1 every
time you cold boot. Neither Setup's
freeze command, not Autoexec, nor
Submit will free you from this.

AIl of the CP/M usuals are here,
along with an automatic side and den
sity matching ability and a bit copy
program. SYSGEN and MOVCPM
are not separate, but their functions
are called from the COPYDISK
menu.

Thanks particularly to DEC, virtually
aIl the top-selling CP/M 80 programs
are available in CP/M-86 at about the
same price, as are a number of newer
programs. There is no shortage of
software, or even old friends. This is
a real plus in stepping up, particular
ly since CP/M 80 and 86 are data
compatible so you can upgrade your
old files without having to rekey aIl
that data. You can keep using your
P&T data disks as before.

Testlng the DPO
To test out the board, l picked
FinalWord from Mark of the Uni-
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corn, whose CP/M-86 version looks
identical but is optimized for virtual
memory and maximum speed; Power
from Computing!; Supercalc2 from
Sorcim; Smartkey II from Heritage
(to make it easy to key in the STAT
and other such things); The Word
Plus from Oasis; and Condor3, as
weB as a CP/M-86 version of Micro
Prolog.

AlI but Condor came with a VT-52
setup option, and Condor was cus
tomized in five minutes using the sup
plied codes. l also borrowed, only for
comparison purposes, a copy of
WordStar 3.0, and found a local com
puter mavin with a Compupro 8/16
who was willing to aIlow me to check
out the original software on his
machine when glitches developed to
make certain it was il DOS and not a
software bug that was causing it.

The software above might not be
your choice, but it matched the soft
ware l had in CP/M 80, and so l didn't
have to learn anything new to run
them and, by transferring data to
SS/DD P&T formatted disks, l was
able to run the same programs under

P&T and Veritas using the same data
disksfor comparisori purposes.

And then the fun began. l can report
to you right now that Heritage's
Smartkey II worksweB with Veritas,
as does Oasis' The Word Plus, pri
marily because both were customized
to CP/M-86 using the basic, un
adorned Digital package and thus
don't expect much of anything from
DOS.

Not a single one of the other pro
grams worked flawlessly, and sorne
exhibited major flaws that make the
DOS as supplied unsuitable for most
applications and aIl business ones.

FinalWord is a downsized EMACS,
and, as such, has edit, format, and
print as separate programs. Like
almost aIl complex programs, it relies
on chaining within Edit to get things
done. Veritas CP/M-86 as supplied
simply does not chain at aIl. Addi
tionaIly, the Veritas occasionaIly and
randomly sends invisible garbage sig
naIs to the editor which cause the
keyboard to lock up with an "un
known command" message which

must be cleared by a <CTRL> Z in
order to continue. l write novels for a
living, so you can imagine what this
does to the concentration and typing
speed.

WordStar has the same problem to a
lesser extent. Whenever it must
chain to a separate program to do
something (such as prtnt) you find
yourself automaticaBy exited to DOS
instead. WordStar works weB other
wise in the non-document mode. As
for calling up an outboard'utility -- an
integrated speIler, say -- from Word
Star, forget it. You are exited to DOS
with the document not saved.

The other popular word processor for
CP/M-86, Sorcim's Superwriter, is
also related to EMACS and has an in
tegrated speB checker. The same will
happen without doubt.

Power, a useful set of utilities for
CP/M-86, won't work at aIl, since its
entire operation depends on chaining
to DOS and onboard programs. Try
anything other than DIR under
Power, and you're out to DOS.

•Account Purchased Separalely Irom Dow Jones & Co., Inc.
DOW JONES NEWS/RETRIEVAL is a registered trademark of Dow Jones & Co.. Inc.

Introducing

SECURITY VALUE MONITOR
TRS 80 MODEl 11/12

-COMPLETELY MENU DRIVEN
-FAST AUTO-RETRIEVAL OF MARKET OUOTES FROM

DOW JONES NEWS/RETRIEVAL®
-ABILITY TO RUN AT 300 OR 1200 BAUD
-INSTANT UPDATING OF EACH PORTFOLIOS' MARKET VALUE
-HANDLE ANY COMBINATION OF STOCKS, OPTIONS, WARRANTS.

BONDS. MUTUAL FUNDS OR U.S. TREASURY BILLS
-HANDLE LONG AND SHORT POSITIONS
-EASY ACCESS TO DOW JONES NEWS/RETRIEVAL'S®

FULL MENU OF INFORMATION SERVICES
-PRINTS ANALYSIS OF EACH PORTFOLIO

CEl PRIeE $249_95 leI
r~;---------------------;;l
1 NAME 1
1 ADDRESS 1
1 CITY STATE ZIP 1
1 PHONE ( ) 1
1 1
1 0 CHECK 0 MONEY OROER 0 VISA 0 MASTERCARD 1

1 CARO NO. EXP. DATE 1L I

~s~
~10 \)1~tt S

~'l'l'" otfl~ ottO ~
~\o\) :t~C /III'"'l'l "Co\)

. for computer operators. not
for computer programmers.

Easy to understand. Easy to use
... simple. uncomplicated.

- available for the Model Il. XII and XVI
• includes several utilities and samples-66 entries

plus' TRSOOS REAOY. CHANGE OISKS.
~OWN COMPUTER

• provisions for add. delete. edit. change or move names
• Friendly Menu for msoos 2.0a or b Ifloppy) 569.95;

for TRSOOS 4.2 Hard Oisk 589.95
MasterCard. Visa, Certified Check, Money Order or C.O.O.
Add S4.00 for shipping and handling. NYS purchasers add 5.25% sales tax
FRIENOlY MENU" is a trademark of Custom Computing Company, Ine.

CI
~ Custom
.~ . Computing

it'~Company, Inc.
34 Scenic Hills Drive. Poughkeepsie. New York 12603 • 914-471-9318

OR MAil COUPON TO:
EHLEN ENTERPRISES

6319 BRIARWOOD RD.
COLUMBIA, SC 29206

TO OROER CAll

(803) 787·7256
TELEX 466528
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WORD PROCESSI G BE~rl:r~' lliKS
Save 4000 word file to disk: P&T: 33 seconds
(Note: This is NOT a misprint): DPO: 05 seconds

Condor3 is more serious, in that you
can undo aIl your work. It will not
chain from section to section, al
though you can call up each module
separately from the Condor shell and
use it -- just don't try anything involv
ing chaining or you11 be out quickly
and your data lost. But if you wish to
print a specific data screen or report
format for reference, you're out of
luck. The Condor shell simply freaks
out when told to do so, rendering
your entire database unusable and in
accessible!

Format this article under FinalWord:

Format 50K file under FinalWord:

Spell check this article (Word Plus):

P&T: 71 seconds
DPO: 27 seconds

P&T: 5 min. 24 seconds
DPO: 2 min. 04 seconds

P&T: 81 seconds
DPO: 40 seconds

Alpha sort 1000 names and addresses

1 picked Condor over dBase II for
CP/M-86 mostly because the 8088
versions of dBase really don't make
use of the extra memory. However,
there is no question in my mind that
the exact same thing will happen in
dBase, which is even more dependent
on chaining than Condor.

SuperCalc2 works and works rather
weIl, although its maximum speed is
6MHz. That is, it works so long as
you wish to print from specific cell to
specific cell (i.e., A - AY by 1 to 2325).
However, if you use the print "AlI"
command, it exits to DOS and your
unsaved conditional spreadsheet is
lostforever. Others, such as VisiCalc,
that are even more dependent on
chaining, should be even worse.

ln other words, use of the Veritas
DPO board and its supplied CP/M-86
for any serious business application is
not only full of traps, it is downright
dangerous and unsafe.

Veritas' Intentions
Chief programmer Hendricks tells
me that the DOS was sent out in a
"spartan" condition in order to get
something up and running quickly;
Veritas' intent was to perfect it with
patches in subsequent months. It
didn't work out that way, however.
Most of Veritas' prospective cus
tomers demanded MS-DOS for their
boards, and then the Model 12 and
16b problems surfaced.

Veritas is a very small company with
few personnel, and with the totallack
of enthusiasm for CP/M-86, they
simply dropped it there and went off
to solve the 12116b problem and get
an 8" MS-DOS up and running, a
projeet more practical now that DEC
has a machine running MS-DOS and
the software is now commercially
available for it. Needless to say, the
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Routine SC2 Sort:

Veritas MS-DOS will be DEC com
patible in format.

Mr. Hendricks has, however, sent me
an upgraded DOS for CP/M-86 which
just arrived and about which more
later. He then casually mentioned
that he had Concurrent DOS up and
running on the board with no prob
lems at aIl, a statement which floored
me. 1 immediately wanted to know
why this wasn't available, and the
answer was that 256K chips were still
very expensive and in short supply,
and he didn't feel Concurrent DOS
worked weIl with only 256K.

Re's probably right, but 1 have had
twenty years in direct marketing and
sales, and 1 know a lot of computer
end-users. Concurrent DOS will, in
fact, run any CPIM-86 programs; it
will also work concurrently with a
few programs even with only 256K,
most notably a wom proeessor and
most of its outboard ntilities. You
can't run a spreadsheet and database
with only 256K, but 1 bet 1 could find
lots of uses for it.

Why Revlew The DPO lIow?
Why, if this product was reIeased and
sold about six months before it should
have been, do 1 review it DOW! Simply
because they did sell severa! hundred
boards, and there is a lot of interest
out there, not to mention sorne frus
tration and even a little anger from

SPREADSHEET
(SuperCalc2)

P&T: 31 seconds
DPO: 07 seconds

DATABASE
(Condor 3)

P&T: 126 seconds
DPO: 54 seconds

early purchasers who laid out a bun
die and got something they couldn't
use.

Most of aIl, though, it's because their
hardware is simply too good, too in
novative, to be killed off because of
an early marketing mistake.

With a DOS that works weIl with
commercial software and the 8 MHz
256K board, your Model II or 16a
becomes, in effect, a Compupro 8/16
and works every bit as weIl. An 8/16
system, though, costs about six grand
for the basics. The DPO is about a
quarter of that and you don't have to
replace or reformat any disks, and,
by the end of this year with MS-DOS
availability, you'll be able to run
every single micro operating system
available (on the 16a or upgraded II).
The fact is, chaining exists on every
machine-specific CP/M-86 except
Veritas', and there's no reason why it
shouldn't work here.

Positive Aspects of DPO
OK, up to now we've been negative.
Let's switch and see why 1 think a
true upgrad.e and debug of CPlM-86
from Veritas is essential to them and
to us, and why, if that's done and sup
plied, this is worth your support.

First and foremost, Veritas is ac
cessible and responsive to its cus
tomers. It talks to you and tries, if
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OPENS NEW WINDOWS

TELETERMTM
possible, to solve your problems. That
is pretty rare in this business, and
they are nice folks.

But the real shock is in the bench
mark tests l have now ron using P&T
SS/DD data disks and Veritas
CP/M·86 DOS. These are not lab
bench marks. l find lab bench marks
absolutely meaningless and ridicu
lous, unless they are reaIly doing
something.

Here, then, are real job benchmark
comparisons between P&T and
Veritas' DPO using identical data
disks and the same programs in the
two DOSes.

Absolutely no function (except print
ing, of course) used under Veritas
CP/M-86 by any program that works
even minimally with its DOS took
more than half the time 2.2 required
to do the same thing. Twice as fast
you expect, but when you discover
that many programs, like FinalWord,
have been reconfigured to use aIl the
memory available for their functions,
you get sorne figures that are nothing
short of astonishing. With large
spreadsheets, the speed is a welcome
relief; with huge data bases, one
never need go out for dinner and a
show while waiting for a re-sort to
finish again.

PROTOCOL
CONVERTERS

TIME-SHARING
SERVICES

MICRO
COMPUTERS

XENIX/UNIX

1 1

1 1 1
Box 217 Wllllngtloro NJ OB046 (609) 877-4900

transfer files
without

an operator' s presence. and even will allow
you to set up a Bulletin Board -like system
for other users to cali and transfer files.

Operating as a fully integrated system under
menu control, features of ail TELETERM prod
ucts make them the most advanced, yet user
friendly, packages available today

Find out why TELETERM communications
software systems are becoming the most
widely discussed packages for business and
professional use One of them is just what
you' re looking for

TELETERM producls are available for Radio Shack TRS
80 Models III , 4/4 P(under TRSOOS 6.Xl. 11. 1Z, 16
and 12000; and. Ihe IBM-PC IBM·XT. and compatibles:
as weil as olher MSOOS microcompulers.
For more information ..

TELETERM offers you TO THE TELETERM's unattend-
the first communications ed operation mode
software that ties together UNIVERSE OF allows TELETERM to

COMMUNICATIONShigtt- speed com
munications,
terminal emulation and word processing in a
single integrated package

The communications capabilities of TE LE
TE RM let you upload and download from a
host system, such as your mainframe, proter
col converters, other micros, and even time
sharing systems. And. you can communi
cate at speeds of up to 9600 BAUD. with no
character loss. Some TELETERM systems
even permit you to emulate native host termi
nais by making available to you specifie
terminal emulation - including Televideo
910, DEC VI 100, ADM 3A!5, ADOS Regent
25, ADOS Viewpoint Videotex, and many
others.

TELETERM products combine communi
cations and word processing within a single
software system. TELETERM's full screen
editing capability takes you a giant step
toward establishing electronic mail within
your operation.

So, what do you do? Although l want
Veritas to succeed, l would not -- at
the moment -- recommend the pur
chase of this board for anyone unless
you want a very expensive toy. How
ever, if Veritas can upgrade their
DOS so that it works with most com
mercial software (particularly by
resolving the chaining problem and,
hopefuIly, the 1/0 byte redirection as
weIl), l would not hesitate to recom
mend the purchase of this board to
anyone who needs the speed and ver
satility it provides.

The DPO 15 For...
The Veritas DPO is for anyone who
feels locked in and left behind by 64K
and 4 MHz and owns a Model II or
16a now. This board is twice the com
puter of an IBM PC and is, in fact,
more like the Tandy 2000 in speed,
yet you don't have to learn a new key
board or even buy any other periph
erals. It gives you the capability to
ron TRSDOS 2.0 and 4.2, UNIX (in
the 16a), XENIX (ditto), CP/M-86,
and by the end of the year, Concur
rent DOS 3.1 and MS-DOS 2.0, as
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DESIGNED
BY
LAWYERS

jJ~.'" FOR
LAWYERS

Legal Software
For Models II, 12 & 16

- Docket ControllCalendar System
- Fully Integrated Time/AccountlBilling

System
- In-house Retrieval System
- Substantive Systems

Microlaw of California, Ltd.
819 F Street

Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 447-8270

CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
SOFTWARE

For Models 2, 12, 16 with the features
needed for generals and subs, union and
non-union. Operating under Trsdos
2.0, 4.2 and Xenix.

Payroll
Accts Payable
Job Costing
General Ledger
Accts Receivable
Bid card processing

For more information contact:

<SIS> Computer Software
3669 Central Parkway
Cincinnati OH 45223
Tel: 513-559-0641

RAPID BASIC
PROGRAMMING

SYSTEM
Save days with these functions
R Ref lines & variable usage
A Alter strings in programs
P PIP keyboard disk printer
1 Include basic subroutine(s)
o Duplicate variables listed.
Source microsoft basic formats
CPM 8 IN. IBM PC. TRSDOS 1/2/
12/16 Only $49.
James Halstead & Associates

1551 Plainfield Road
Joliet. IL 60435

Ph (81 5) 725-0346
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weIl as CP/M 2.2 and even Turbo
DOS.
It makes your machine new again,
with the irony that it works best only
in the obsolete Radio Shack models,
making that fast-depreciating old
friend on your desk into the most ver
satile computer on the market. Re
member, you lose nothing except one
slot and can still boot any DOS you
already have, as weIl as easily trans
ferring your present P&T CP/M 2.2m
files directly over to Veritas..

While the Radio Shack computers are
not weIl suited for graphies (the
Veritas software is capable of acces
sing the graphies board but no utility
for it is provided), your computer
CAN handle complex graphies pro
grams and print them out to printers
and plotters.

You need to learn nothing new if you
can use CP/M now. To the user,
CP/M 80 and 86 work identically.

In other words, your obsolete com
puter can becorne a computer capable
of running the next generation, as
weIl as aIl previous generations, of
software. With a good DOS, the DPO
makes even a Model II, in effect, a
Compupro 8/16 at about a quarter of
the priee.

The DPO Is Not For...
The Veritas DPO is not for anyone
who absolutely needs color and bril
liant screen graphies. For them, l'd
recommend the Tandy 2000 or a simi
lar computer and pay the $4500 or
whatever it takes.

It's not for anyone who can't afford to
buy yet another set of software, plus
the board.

It's not for multi-user applications,
although Concurrent will support a
limited multi-user capability with suf
ficient memory. rd use UNIX in one
of its incarnations for that.

It's not for Model 12 or 16b owners
--at least not for a while.

Conclusions
Veritas Technology has produced an
amazing and nearly magical piece of
hardware and then proeeeded to foul
it up by releasing it six months too
soon (shades of the Model 16 itself!)
with software that was simply not
ready to he used, and they seem dis-

inclined to malœ it right. 1 hope l'm
wrong, but my indica1ion is that they
are unlikely to go beyond what they
offer now for CPIM-86, since they are
concentrating almost entirely on MS
DOS:

The folks at Veritas are a talented
and possibly brilliant bunch, sorne of
the last of the really bright computer
little guys. They are capable of great
things on their own and even greater
if they get somebody to handIe their
marketing and customer relations.
With a finished CP/M-86 and the re
lease of a finished Concurrent DOS
(memory or not) and an 8" MS-DOS,
they offer a product that simply has
no peer in the Radio Shack market
place, and they will show you what
you got your computer for in the first
place, making your old and obsolete
Model II into the state of the art in
speed, efficiency, and capacity.

If that's for you, calI them about once
a month (408/263-0646) and ask them
if they now have a DOS capable of
running aIl off-the-shelf software.
They won't lie to you. When they tell
you they do, buy it fast and don't
skimp; the 8 MHZ and the 256K are
more than worth it.

Last Minute Update
The Beta CP/M-86 enhanced arrived,
and l've had a chance to play around
with it. Sorne things are much better,
and it doesn't seem as prone to send
ing garbage signaIs and the like, and
the utilities are very much enhanced
and work quite a bit better.

Alas, the two terrible flaws that keep
it from being really useful remain.
The lIO byte still cannot be redi
rected permanently -- S'rATE DEV:
still resists aIl changes -- and there is
still no chaining, which is a fatal flaw
indeed. Without chaining, almost aIl
commercial software is simply use
less. l can only hope and pray that
Veritas takes the time to at least fix
the two basic fatal flaws -- lIO byte
redirections and chaining -- no matter
what their manpower problems and
their MS-DOS urgency. Get the
basics working, and then you'll have a
user base for the big enhancements
to come.

Veritas Technology, Inc.
2375 Zanker Raad

San Jose, CA 95131
408/263-0646
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SEEING MORE RED
By Robert P. VanNatta

I n my article last issue titled "Red
and Vedit" (May/June 1984, Vol. 3,

No. 1, page 18), l noted the text
editor RED is interesting because it
is available in source for the C
language, and is the only editor l
have found for CP/M-68K. Its author,
Ed Ream, called me in response to
that article and chewed on my ear,
more than a little. His opinion of
RED is higher than mine; however, l
was reasonably happy with what l
saw.

l have since learned a few things
worth passing on. RED documenta
tion advises you to choose the set of
editing commands you want prior to
compiling RED, which allows 8-bit
users to fit their programs in an 8-bit
computer, a limitation irrelevant to
CP/M-68K. If you don't mind hacking
in the source code, you can imple
ment both sets of edit commands at
the same time.

The other item Ed Ream and l dis
agreed on, WordStar, is quite apart
from his product. I, and about a
million others, happen to like the
command structure of WordStar.
Ream doesn't. Consequently, we fail
to agree on editor command struc
ture expectations.

l resolved this problem by following
my own advice. l took RED and the C
compiler and crawled into a hole for
about three days. l had never pro
grammed in C before, but quickly
learned C is easy for even a novice to
use. 'My earlier feelings that RED's
source code is weIl structured were
also confirmed.

With a modest amount of hacking, l
revised the user interface to make
RED look like a cross between Word
Star and WordMaster. l am happier,
although the argument has not been
resolved. An editor easily molded to
fit the user's personality tics is worth
while. _

CLASSIFIED

FOR SALE: Must sell. One Model II
Single Expansion Drive only, with
three (3) indicator light. Like new.
Original carton and manuals. Asking
$450/a.b.o. Call Rob Steinbach.
805/969-4775 (8-5 PDT) 805/684-4355
(6-11 PDT)

Produce professional bar and line
graphs using menu-driven software.
AlI pragrams priced under $200.
Write ta: JAF Computing, Box 7657,
Nashua, NH 03060.

VIDEOTEXT EMULATION PACKAGE
XENIX(tm) COMMUNICATIONS

FOR YOUR
Radio Shack MODEL 16

The VIOEOTEXT EMULATION PACKAGE consists of -
ZTERM: Any terminal on your Model 16 can talk

with the CdmpuServe Information Service
(tm) or any computer running VIOTEX(tm)
FIlTRN(tm) compatible protocol.

ZTRAN: Transfer BINARY, IMAGE or ASCII files
to any computer or system using the
VIOEOTEXT EMULATION PACKAGE or
VIOTEX (tm) / FIlTRN (tm) compatible
protocol.

ZOIAl: Using a Radio Shack Modem II or OC
1200 AUTO OIAl from a "phonebook" file.

Now that you can transfer files and communicate
with the IBM PC, RS Model 100, APPLE, etc.
WHY HAVEN'T VOU filled the MISSING GAP in your
software library? Package price $150.

REPAIR CRASHED
COBOL DATA FILES

Rebuild the primary key index of your crashed
RS Cobol data files with FILE RECOVERY
OTILITY by BTB, INC. Includes information
to assist you in repairing the alternate keys.
RECOVERY runs on Models 2, 12, & 16
under TRSDOS 2.0a, 2.0b, 4. 1, and 4.2.

RECOVERY is $100.

RSCOBOL UTILITIES
Subroutines CALLabie from inside RS
COBOL programs which you have written,
under TRSDOS 2.0a, 2.0b, and Il to:

• Make fast copies of ISAM files
• Rename or deiete files
• Dump screen contents onto printer
• Set FORMS command without prompts
• Select seriaI or parallel printer
• Seroll protect a region of the CRT
• Ose the hold key to pause scrolling
• 40 + pages manual, menu driven demos
• And much more! OTlLITlES is $149.

Zak Software & Oistributing, Inc.
178 Berkeley Street
Rochester, NY 14607
716-244-1060
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or

Money
Order

Trilobyte Software
5704 Spring Valley #1056
Dallas, Texas 75240
Home Phone 214/934-8935
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Services

HELLO, BBS?

By Paul Naitoh

Using gour 1WodellI, the TR8nOS TER
MINAL program, and a RB modem to go
BB8ing is easily accomplished following
Dr. Naitoh's directions.

Perhaps you have read about re
ceiving free BASIC programs by

placing a telephone call with your
computer and a modem to the Com
puServe Information Service (CIS),
the Source, or one of the many
Bulletin Board Services (BBS). Or,
you might want to chat with a com
puter wizard in a distant city in an at
tempt to resolve a knotty problem via
a CIS, SOURCE, or other computer
network conference call. How do you
go about this?

The communications software
package, TERMINAL, which cornes
with TRSDOS on your Model II, can
be used very conveniently to send
and receive messages through a
modem. But even after reading the
modem and TERMINAL instruc
tions, you will probably have only a
foggy notion about how to call CIS,
the Source, or any of the many BBS
available. Reading books such as The
Complete Hanàbook ofPersonal Com
puter Communications by A.
Glossbrenner (St. Martin's Press,
1983) and The Computer Phone Book
by Mike Cane (New American Li
brary, 1983) will be helpful. However,
the information in these books is
general, and you need specific in
structions concerning how to use the
power of your computer to telecom
municate with others.

Not everyone will benefit from and
enjoy telecommunicating, especially
Madel II/12/16 owners, whose
chances of finding a BBS with a de
cent number of Madel II compatible
programs for immediate download
ing are very small.

Businessmen and lawyers who own
the Tandy business computers may
not benefit from the nightly melee on
the CB simulator in CompuServe,
but, then again, they may benefit if
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they have a problem they need resolv
ed in a short time. They can call up
the CB to get together, and c10ister
themselves in a "corner" to discuss
the issue. CompuServe and other
commercial networks offer conve
niences such as conferences.

If you are considering telecom
munication solely to save money
downloading free programs, this pro
bably won't happen because of heavy
phone usage and the fees involved to
access the database.

A real motive for BBSing, and com
puter networking in general, is the
satisfaction of sharing with others
your computer-related interests, ex
periences, frustrations, and even
anxieties.

What Vou Need To Know
TERMINAL works fine if you only
want to talk to a BBS and other net
works. However, if you want ta
down-load (receive software from a
BBS to your disk), TERMINAL is not
an ideal program because it does not
work well with SCRIPSIT. (TER
MINAL is designed for transmission
and reception of ASCII text.) A word
processor is needed to remove the
garbage messages usually accompa
nying BBS programs. VIDTEX 2.0,
CompuServe's communications soft
ware package that is capable of
handling up to 300 baud, works well
when combined with SCRIPSIT.

Ta work with a CP/M-based bulletin
board (Remote CP/M or RCPM), you
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Step 5. Dial the CompuNet TBBS,
To copy the contents of the RAM buf- 1-517-339-3783, in Haskett, MI; listen
fer to a diskette, type C(opy) and for the dial tone.

need different software to receive the
messages. You do not need a new
modem for RCPM, but you do need
CP/M communications software,
such as LYNC, COMMX, MITE, or a
public domain terminal program
(Modem2 and TRSEXEC for a Model
II).

Many modems are available. Trans
mission speed is increasing for even
microcomputer-based modems, from
300 baud to 1200 baud. Eventua11y,
we will see modems capable of
transmitting at rates between 4800
and 9600 baud. 300 baud is the fastest
speed that inexpensive RS modems 1
and II can handle, and, for now, a
modem with a 300 baud rate, or one
with two speeds, 300 and 1200, will
suffice. Serious users should consider
purchasing a modem with a 1200
baud rate to cut expensive telephone
time by one quarter.

Getting Started With TERMINAL
Step 1. Power to the modem should
be off. If your modem has auto-dial
and auto-answer features, do not use
them; set the switches to "Manual"
and "Origin."

Step 2. Type SETCOM A=
(300,7,E,1)<RETURN> to set the
communication protocol so channel A
has the fo11owing default values: baud
rate = 300; word length = 7; parity
= even; and stop bits = 1.

Step 3. At TRSDOS Ready, type
TERMINAL, which will produce a
menu. Possible TERMINAL options
include L, P, R, C, Q, M, G, D, V, and
T.

L turns ON the L(ine) feed option to
display a single-spaced message.

To print a11 messages with your
printer as they come in, turn on the
P(rint) option by typing P.

To store a message in RAM, type
R(AM). When the R option asks
whether you want to clean up RAM
space, answer Y(es).

specify the name of the file in which
you want to store the messages. If
you do not type C and exit to
TRSDOS by typing Q(uit), you will
lose the messages once kept in RAM.

M(enu) returns you to the TER
MINAL Menu display.

G(et) and the filename brings the con
tents of a TR8DOS file into RAM.
Type D(isplay) to review the contents
of RAM. The <HOLD> key works as
a toggle to stop scrolling.

The V(ideo) option activates the video
filter toggle that eliminates data
characters capable of causing un
desirable results when they are out
put to the screen.

T(erminal) yields a blank screen.

Step 4. In response to the TER
MINAL Menu, type in L, V, R (and
Yes), and T.

SUPERIOR SOFTWARE SYSTEMS
SORTPAC FILE SORTING PACKAGE

A Package of Nine Programs for Sorting TRSDOS 2.0a, 2.0b & 4.2 files for
Radio Shack TRS-80 Models 2, 12 & 16

Fastest floppy disk File Sorting package available for 2/12/16. Sorts 5000,20 byte records in 1 min 30 secs
(disk 1/0 included). Programs run under TRSDOS, CP/M operating system not required. Sorts records with up
to 1000 fields, Records lengths to 32K bytes. Production Oriented. Answers to queries can be saved in
ANSWER files for future use 50 that complex jobs can be inserted into job stream. Corresponding records of
separate files can be joined together. Sort full file or create index file, use any fields desired as keys. Move
selected PROFILE data fields to your files & vice·versa. Sort PROFILE fields across data segments in any
order you desire. Combine fields of different PROFILE files to form new PROFILE files. Easy to use. No pro·
gramming required. Includes 90 page users manual.
$30 Manual. ....deductable from full Purchase Price of ......$220.

DISKPAC DISK COPY & MAINTENANCE UTILITY
BACKUP & REORGANIZE DISKS; FAST FILE MOVES & COPIES; DISPLAY MEMORY,

DISKS & FILES; PATCH BYTES ON DISK; ALTER RECORD LENGTHS OF FILES.
Runs on TRS-80 Models 2,12 &16 under TRSDOS 2.0A, 2.0B & 4.2

2.0A & 2.0B versions: Backup & Verify in 55 seconds. Works with single or multiple drive systems. 4.2 version:
Backup 154 tracks in 70 seconds; Backup & Verify in 95 seconds; Backup, Verify & Compare ail bytes in 115
seconds. Reorganize disks with fragmented files. Make disks with flawed sectors usable. Compacts free disk
area. Very fast run tîme. Copy files up to 25 times faster than TRSDOS copy & move commands. Patch any
byte on disk including passwords. Put files on the disk you desire for more efficient diskette use. Display
files, disk & any part of memory on screen or printer. Alter the record length of a file. Spool directly from your
files. $20 manual (50pp)..... deductable fram full purchase price of .....$100.

-MASTER CARO, VISA, MONEy-oRDER or CHECK accepted
30 day money back guarantee, if for any reason you are not satisified.

CALL: 1-800-448-4511 NY: 1-800-962-1480 Ask for Ext. 314

WRITE: SUPERIOR SOFTWARE SYSTEMS, 609 GRANGER RD., SYR., NY 13219
TRSSO & TRSDOS are trademarks of Tandy Corp. PROFILE is a trademark of the Small Computer Company, Ine., lieensed 10 Tandy.
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Step 6. When you hear a continuous
high-pitched tone, turn on the
modem.

Step 7. Continue listening to the
tone. When you hear a change in the
tone a few seconds later, gently hang
up the phone.

Step 8. The following message will
appear:

WELCûME Tû CûMPUNET-TBBS #1
MID-MICHIGAN'S ûLDEST BBS
517-339-3367

= A SUBSCRIBER BBS SERVICE =
= LIMITED ACCESS Tû ûTHERS =

FIRST NAME?

You are now connected to
COMPUNET-TBBS #1. If do not get
the TBBS message immediately, type
<ENTER> because sorne BBSs use
<ENTER> ta determine whether
you are sending information at 300 or
1200 baud.

When you want to sign off TBBS,
type the symbol "&", bringing you to
a menu where you are given the
chance to thank the SYSOP, the
bulletin board system operator.

CompuNet requires a written request
and a fee to participate fully in its ac
tivities (including up and down load
ing); most others do not require a
screening process and service fee.

Edltlng Messages
If you only want to read and print
messages from the BBS, this is it. If
you want to edit unwanted parts of
the downloaded messages, place the
messages, or BASIC programs, or
whatever, into a word processing
program to delete message headers,
host prompts captured along with the
text, and stray characters such as
line feeds.

A Model II will faithfully copy and
store aIl signaIs, ASCII as weIl as
non-ASCII characters, in RAM. Row
ever, trouble starts when you want to
move a down-Ioaded message on a
TRSDOS disk to SCRIPSIT, by using
SCRIPSIT's "Utilities/Convert" op
tion.

14 ADVANCED COMPUTING

Most Model II owners use SCRIP
SIT; unfortunately, the combination
of TERMINAL and SCRIPSIT is in
efficient for editing telecommunica
tion messages because most Bulletin
Board Services add non-ASCII char
acters to the messages and software
they send that control your com
puter's monitor screen.

Specifically, the combination of bytes
lB' is interpreted as an ESCAPE
command during the conversion pro
cess. AlI characters following lB are
handled as a continuous flow of
SCRIPSIT commands. Eventually
this flow is interpreted as nonsense
by SCRIPSIT, and the conversion
process gets aborted.

To convert a TERMINAL-captured
TRSDOS file into a SCRIPSIT file,
remove aIl the lB bytes, one by one,
from the TRSDOS file with a disk zap
program. Then proceed as usual to
convert the TRSDOS file to SCRIP
SIT using the "ASCII --> SCRIPSIT"
conversion utility.

VIDTEX & VIDEOTEX PLUS
The best way to create a SCRIPSIT
file from a telecommunicated
message file is to use a communica
tions program other than TER
MINAL, such as VIDTEX 3.0 (sold
by CompuServe for 300 baud only) or
VIDEOTEX PLUS (sold by Radio
Shack for 1200 baud and 9600 baud).
VIDTEX and VIDEOTEX PLUS
edit out aIl non-ASCII characters so
converting a TRSDOS file to SCRIP
SIT is completed smoothly. If you
download a BASIC program from
CompuServe with VIDTEX or
VIDEOTEX, you do not need to use a
word processor to clean up the text.

With a VIDEOTEX PLUS program,
you can program a RS Modem II, or a
Rayes 1200 baud Smartmodem to
automatically dial and lagon. You
provide the program with the
necessary BBS identification
numbers and passwords, and subse
quent dialing and logon will be ac
complished with two keypresses. Ex
act details of how ta program auto
dial and auto-Iogon differ, depending
on the modem and software combina
tion.

Auto-Logon Uslng TERMINAL

You can program TERMINAL to
automatically provide your user ID
and password after dialing Com
puServe Information Service (CIS).

Step 1. In response to "TRSDOS
Ready," type:

TERMINAL <ENTER>

Step 2. Press <D> <ENTER> to
display and clear the RAM buffer.

Step 3. Press <B> (Set/Change
Break Char key) to set the
<BREAK> key to lB (Rex).

Step 4. Press <W> to Set/Change
prompt wait character. Then, press
<:>, to make a colon the prompt
character. CIS uses a colon when it
wants your response.

Step 5. Press <F> (Set/Change the
FI and F2 keys); set <FI> to 13
(Rex) and <F2> to 11 (Rex).

Step 6. Press <A> (Set/Change Auto
Sign-on). Enter your ID # (say,
12345,6789) and Password (say,
SECRET) by typing 12345,6789,
then pressing the down arrow, and
typing SECRET <ENTER>.

Step 7. While still at the TER
MINAL Menu, set the other TER
MINAL options of L, V, and P.

Step 8. Dial CIS, and get yourself
connected. You will get the CIS ques
tion: User ID:

Step 9. Press <BREAK>, and then
type <0> (0 is the TERMINAL com
mand to "Enter Terminal mode with
auto sign-on"). Your ID # will be
shown on the monitor; then CIS will
send back the second question,
"Password:". Your password will not
be shown on the monitor, but you will
see the light on your modem flicker
and then you'll get the familiar
greeting from CIS.

You can now create a personalized
version of TERMINAL with aIl of the
options pre-set as above, including
the auto-Iogon phrase. Choose a
filename that does not currently ap
pear in your disk directory (for in
stance, "MYTERM") and press <S>
<ENTER> (Perform System Com
mand), and type:
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DUMP MYTERM START=3000
END =3FFF <ENTER>

The next time you calI CIS, type:

MYTERM <ENTER> <T>

Dial CIS, and in response to the
"User ID:" question, press
<BREAK> <0>, and you will be log
ged onto CIS.

Remote CPIM (RCPM)
Accessing RCPM, the CP/M BBS, is
quite different for those accustomed
to using TERMINAL because a
CP/M-based communications
package, such as LYNC, COMMX, or
MITE, is needed.

If you don't want to buy a CP/M ter
minal program, good ones, such as
Modem2 and TRSEXEC, are
available in the public domain, but the
catch is that you need a CP/M com
munications package to down-Ioad
these programs! You can break out of
this cycle by asking a friend (someone
you met through a BBS, maybe?) for
a disk copy of the public domain pro
gram.

You need a word processing program
to edit messages transmitted to you
through RCPM; l use WordStar 3.0.

Uslng LYNC 3.0 wlth P & T CPIM

Step 1. Determine your communica
tion protocol by typing SETUP
<ENTER> in response to A>, and
change your Model II parameters to
match the host's.

Step 2. Type: LYNC <ENTER>.

Step 3. You want the screen to show
that LYNC is in [TERM]inal mode
(its terminal emulation mode). The
message, "[LYNC]" or "[REMOTE]",
means LYNC is in an incorrect mode;
press <ESC> to get an echo of @ on
the screen (indicating LYNC's com
mand mode); then type "TERM" to
enter the terminal mode of LYNC.

Step 4. Press <ESC> again to get a
@, meaning you are in LYNC's Ter
minal Command mode.

Step 5. Place the phone calI.

Step 6. Listen to the dial tone; if you
hear a continuous tone, turn on the
modem.

Step 7. Continue listening, and when
you hear a change in the tone's pitch,
gently hang up the phone.

Step 8. Press <BREAK>

Step 9. You are now on RCPM. You
will be asked the question, "How
many nulls do you need (0-9)?" Type
in O.

(The "nulIs" question refers to
printer-based systems. It's a signal
the BBS computer can add after
sending each carriage return to allow
a pause designed to give your printer
time to get back to the far left before
printing another line. If in doubt
about how to answer this question,
consult your printer manual.)

This particular RCPM requires user
verification; you must send a post
card or letter with your name, ad
dress, personallog-on password, and
a nominal fee.

people you Trust ta give you the very best!

Radio Shack TRS-80's @

Marymac
INDUSTRIES

800-231-3680

Pan American
ELECTRONICS

800-531-7466 ~o~\\t(n1f~~~~
~Jclt\" weakest points of
~ Modelll Scripsit* is the fact

that if something happens to glitch
one of the documents, the whole

document menu is unuseable.

• Lowest
Price

• Reliable
Service

• Quality
Products

Say you didnt make backups.
YÇlU were in a hurry and just
skipped theprocess the fast
few times and then something
happens. Oisaster! Retyping
would be bad enough. but
valuable creative work could
be lost. Fear not. now there's
a solution. After a Scripsît disk
has been worked on by
SCRIPAX. the Scripsit menu
will again be readable, So
why spend 20 hours retyping
the document in a full file?
SCRIPFIX can get it done in
about 2 minutes.

SCRIPFIX can probably pay for
itself the fi rst ti me you use it to
fix that glitch, What priee This
miracle?

SCRIPFIX v. 1.0 for ail versions
of Scripsit except Scripsit HO

12 drives requiredJ ... 569:95
SCRIPFIX HO for

Scripsit HO . . .. 589.95

MilsterCard. Visa, Certified Check.
Money Drder or C.O.O. Add S4.00
tor shipping and handling. NYS
purchasers add 5.25% sales tax.
SCRIPf/X . is a trademark of
Custom Computing Company, Ine.
'Scripsit is a trademark of Tandy Corp.

22511 Katy FWV., Katy (Houston) Texas 77450
(713) 392-0747 Telex 774132
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~ Custom

...~~Computing
~~ Company, Inc.

34 Scenic Hill, Drive. PoughkeepSfe, New York 12603 • 914-471-9318
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BOOKREvIEW
Once in RCPM, you must know how
to navigate. Unlike other BBS
RCPM offers minimal guidance and
you will find it tough going at the
beginning.

Inside the RCPM, you will see AO>,
A> or OA>, meaning you are in the
user/disk drive area AO. Usually,
upon logging onto RCPM, you will be
automatically logged in User area 0
of the disk drive A.

Type "DIR" in response to the AO>
prompt to see the names of files on
disk drive 1, user area O. You will see,
for example, RBBS.COM,
XMODEM.COM, TYPESQ.OBJ,
SQ.OBJ, SQ.OBJ, SQUEEZER.
DOC, CHAT.COM, HOWTO.USE,
WHATNEW.DOC, etc. You can look
at any file with extensions .TXT,
.DOC, .USE (user's guide), .MSG
(message), or .LTR (letter), and read
them on your screen. To view the
files, type:

TYPE filename.ext.

You must use the command
"TYPESQ" to type those files with a
"Q" in the middle of the extension
such as "TQT" (instead of ".TXT");
"DQC", and "UQE." Files with Q are
compressed or squeezed to shorten
transmission time. A program to un
squeeze is needed before you can
print normally.

If you want to see another directory,
type:

AO> DIR B:<ENTER> or AO>USER
l<ENTER>

Te'ephone Numbers
For a complete list of BBS telephone
numbers, consult Mike Cane's book
The Computer Phone Book, from th~
New American Library (1983).

PODE (300/1200 baud) (213)926
9553. A very busy BBS that has been
set up for subscribers of Computer
User/Interface Age.You need to sign
up before signing on, and there's a
$10 fee, if you are not a subscriber to
one of the above magazines. This
BBS has good downloadable pro
grams for TRS-80 Models l, III, 4,
100. A Model II/12116 board exists in
this BBS, but it's not too active so
far. SYSOP: Charles White and Gary
Bellasamo.
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By Barbara S. Albert

Alfred Glossbrenner's book, The
Complete Handbook ofPersonal Com
puter Communications: Everything
You Need to Go Online with the
World, is an indispensable tutorial
and refer~nceguide for the computer
user who IS ready to venture intothe
télecommunications arena. ..

That is not to say that the more ex
pedenced user will find nothing of
value. On the contrary. Unless he's
been online for years, he's bound to
discover something newand useful
within the 300 + pages Of this 1983
paperback release from St. Martin's
Press in New York.

The chapters are logically and neatly
divided into categories that lead the
reader from an Introduction and
Overview of "The Universe at YOllr
Fingertips" progressively deeper into
the intricacies of onJine encyclopedic

TBBS (300/1200 baud; Word
length= 8; Stop bits = 1; Parity=
None) in Tyler, Texas (214)566-1374.
A detailed explanation of The Bread
Board System (TBBS) is provided.
TBBS used to have a Model II sec
tion, but it was taken out because it
was accessed only a dozen times in a
whole year period! Good TRS-80 and
CP/M downloadable programs.
SYSOP: Perri Whisenhunt

CompuNet TBBS (300/1200
baud/8/1/N) (517)339-3783. A
subscription costs $55 and sub·
scriber status is required before you
can download programs. Many down·
loadable programs for TRS-80
Models l, III, 4, 100, CoCo, and also
for CP/M. To subscribe, send your
name, address, phone number, and
the names of your computer and
modem to the SYSOP: Gordon
Willimas, CompuNet #1, 5582 Coral
Way, Haslett, MI 48840. Send the
SYSOP a subscription fee, if you find
CompuNet BBS useful for you during
a trial period.

MicroServe TBBS (300/1200
baud/8/1/N) (214)769-3036. This

databases, bulletin boards com
puterized banking, tele-confe;encing,
etc.

Approximately 50 pages are devoted
to each The Source and CompuServe,
the two most popular online informa
tion utilities and the ones about which
people want .toJearn more. In these
two chapters you'll find out what you
need to know to get the most for your
connect-time dollar.

Mr. Glossbrenner also dedicates a
chapter each to The Dow Jones
News/Retrieval Service; DIALOG,
BRS, and ORBIT; The Information
Bank and NewsNet; computerized
conferencing via EIES and PAR
TICI~ATE; electronic shopping,
bankmg, and bartering; and
"telecommuting, the home/office in
terface."
Although the book is not intended to
be a technical dissertation on the in
ner workings of computers, modems,

TBBS has 102 BASIC programs for
the TRS-80 Models l and III available
for downloading, plus many other
programs for the Models 4, 100 and
CoCo. You may find the "For Sale"
message center of interest, as it of
fers sorne real bargains on computer
hardw~re. For example, someone
called III and offered a two month old
Hayes Smartmodem 1200 in the orig
inal box, priced at $350.

Hollywood RCPM (300/1200
baudl8/1/N) (213)653-6398. Requires
that you send in a postcard or letter
with your name, location, and your
personal log-on password (16 char
acters maximum ) to SYSOP: Kim
Levitt, MBBS Headquarters RCPM,
8033 Sunset Blvd., Suit 975, Los
Angeles, CA 90046. This RCPM col·
lects and updates the international
list of aIl RCPM systems.

CompuServe Information Service
(CIS) has several high quality Special
Interest Groups (SIGs) for Model
II/12/16 owners, such as MICRO·
NET-80 (PCS-54), TRS-80 Profes
sional Forum (PCS-21), Telecom·
munications (PCS-52), Whole Earth
Software (PCS-24) and Powersoft
SIG.•
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and telephone cables, the essential,
"have-to-know" facts are included.
Several appendices contain informa
tion for the person who wants to go
beyond the level of discussion con
tained in the individual chapters.
There's even a glossary of telecom
muncation terms.

IncidentalIy, there are no computer
or modem- or communciations soft
ware-specifie instructions or discus
sions; aIl computer/modem refer
ences are general and applicable to
all users.

Perhaps the most exciting feature of
this useful, practical, imminently
readable book is the "Online Tips."
These boxed-in goodies contain sug
gestions and ideas that are relevant,
but not necessarily essential, to the
topic at hand. For example, one "On
line Tip" says: "Take advantage of the
online documentation offered by CIS
(CompuServe Information Service) to
create your own customized user's
guide.... In some cases, the documeI?-
tation you can buy from CIS 1S

nothing more than a printout of these
same online instructions."

Here's another "Online tip" worthy of
sharing. It is possible to calI a number
in California, log onto a system main
tained there, and obtain a listing of
hundreds of computerized bulletin
board services throughout the United
States and Canada classified by area
code. AlI it costs is the price of the
phone calI.

Set up your system parameters for
full duplex, 300 baud, 7 bit word
length, even parity, 1 stop bit, echo
on or "enabled." The telephone
number is: 213/881-6880. Hit
<ENTER> twice after the system
answers; then type CAT in response
to the "LOGON PLEASE" message.

You'lI receive a greeting from Nova
tion, Inc. in Tarzana, California,
manufacturers of Cat modems. This
is their system, maintained by them,
and accessible to all. In addition to
the lists of BBS numbers, games and
free programs are also available,
together with lots of advertising for
Cat modems.

The Complete Hanàbook of Personal
Computer Communications has been
in circulation for about a year, so it is,
no doubt, obsolete in certain areas (it
was probably out of date before it
was finished at the printers!). But the
great majority of the information it
contains is still relevant and valuable
for those needing a guided tour
through the electronic universe. 1
would recommend it for anyone who
wants to learn more about telecorÎl
municating.

The Complete Handbook of Personal
Computer Communications:
Everything You Need To Go Online
With the World, by Alfred Glossbren
ner (NY: St. Martin's Press, 1983),
$14.95

To order individual copies of this
book, send your order with check to:
St. Martin's Press, Attention: Cash
Sales, 175 Fifth Avenue, New York,
NY 10010. Enclose $14.95 for each
copy ordered, plus $1.50 postage and
handling for the first book and fifty
cents for each additional copy.•

PMS organizes:
customer (project) fi les
standard cost fi les
employee information files
prevailing rate files

project Management System
UA must for construction companies, architectural firms, and

software houses."
PMS generates:
status reports
daily activity reports
weekly activity reports
yearly activity reports

daily transaction files payroll reports
MENU DRIVEN . ...USER FRIENDlV

MODEl II/TRSDOS format or Model 16/XENIX format
$499.00

(source available)

PICCOLI &SONS. INC.
Cedar swamp Road

ESmond, RI 02917
For more information cali (401) 231-8000
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Software By John Esak

REVIEW OF ZTERM
_ A. ~

XENIX on the Model16 has been
out for about 16 months now, and

we should aIl expect an avalanche of
great C programs to roll our way any
minute now, right?

The avalanche has not really hap
pened yet, although l still expect it
(even more so now with the advent of
the SNAPP megabyte).

The most important thing ZTERM does
is allow you to connect to a non-UNIX
system and "download at will. " By
today's "computer society" standards,
this ability is an absolute necessity.

In the meantime, l will be happy if
the few programs we get are of the
same quality as ZTERM. It is simply
an excellent program. When Ad
vanced Computing asked me to
review it, l was doubtful that it would
be a big addition to cu and uucp, but l
was wrong!

With ZTERM, communications un
der XENIX are a breeze. The most
important thing it does is permit
something previously impossible on
Radio Shack's 1.3 XENIX. It allows
you to connect to another non-Unix
system and "download at will." By to
day's "computer society" standards,
this ability is an absolute necessity,
and machines that don't have it are
much like slow-Iearners in a class
room full of geniuses.

ZTERM cornes with very good docu
mentation. l was online with Compu
Serve in under six minutes from the
time l took the disk out of its sleeve
to the time l saw the first CIS menu.
And this includes the time it took me
to backup the disk and boot up my
system. The installation and opera
tion are that simple.

l have been through aIl kinds of
changes trying to do the simplest of
tasks like download my Email from
CompuServe. l did figure out a way
to do it, but my method is so clumsy
and ineffectual that l am glad l don't
have to tell you about it. Instead, let
me tell you about ZTERM.
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ZTERM
ZTERM lets you connect to any other
system, for instance CompuServe.
You have a standard connection, and
all information sent to you and sent
by you is correctly formatted and
displayed on either the console or any
properly connected terminal. While
you are online, you can send any file
to this remote system, or download
any file from the remote system.

You can even create a shell and do
something completely unrelated to
the online operations. For example,
you can upload a gigantic file while si
multaneously preparing another file
for transmission. Or you can down
load everything being sent from the
remote system, perhaps a new model
100 program, while simultaneously
reading your recently retrieved
Email.

This give and take procedure is so
easy to operate and control that with
just two keystrokes and a new file
name you can stop downloading into
one file and start downloading into a
new one. Two keystrokes give you a
shell to do with as you please, and a
<CTRL>d brings you back online.
You even get to designate the key
which makes it all happen, the "meta"
character. It defaults to the tilde ("'),
an excellent choice since this is the
character used by cu.

In fact, the entire arrangement and
syntax of commands for ZTERM is
similar to cu. But ZTERM is better

since it does the all important down
loading at will, whereas cu requires
assistance from the remote system to
download. Currently such assistance
is not supported on any of the known
commercial databases.

ZTERM lets you set the baud rate,
pick the dial-out line (port), and if you
are using either the Radio Shack
Modem II or DC 1200 auto dial
modem, it lets you put in a phone
number. You enter this information
with standard flag syntax, for in
stance:

zterm -s 1200 -n 4327500

will dial out of the default port tty01
at 1200 baud to telephone number
432-7500.

ZTRAN
ZTRAN is a file transfer program
used between XENIX and systems
running a CompuServe VIDTEX ex
ecutive. When transferring non-text
programs between different systems,
for instanee, between a Model II run
ning VIDTEX and another running
XENIX, this program has aIl the er
ror correction and protocol opera
tions under control. AIso, it works
between CompuServe and XENIX in
the same way that CompuServe's
FILTRN program works. For those
of you trying to transfer actual pro
grams rather than just text, ZTRAN
will work fine.
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ZDIAL
ZDIAL is, not surprisingly, an auto
matie dialer system that runs in con
junction with ZTERM. Put your most
frequently called numbers into an
easily created "phonebook" file, and
ZDIAL creates a menu of these
numbers for you. When you wish to
make a calI, invoke the ZDIAL menu
and select the number you want.
ZDIAL dials the numhet and. puts
you directly into ZTERM, éither with
defàults or chosen setup parameters.
(Remember, ZbIAt cart only be ùsed
with the Sha.ck's Modem II or De
1200). If one 20 ntimber. menu lsri't
énough for YOU; yo~ may have an un
limited riuinber of ph6nebooks to
caver your usual diai-ups.

"Ootchas"
Now for the "gotchas." 1 would im
agille there are lots of people out
ehete with auto dial modems othèr
than Radio Shack;s. ZTËRM should
offer the ZD1At rHe with options for
different modems, or sell modem spe
cifie versions. 1 have these 'terrifie
Hayes ~martmodeIIis and canlmake
use of theit autofuatic dialing
capabilities.

The second "gotcha" is really a
generic one and possibly not fixable. 1
have access to root powers on alI.of
my systems and the systems 1 m!tin
tain, so it didn't occur to. nie at first
that there was a problé'm. Don
Stanfield of Tandy Corporation
pointed out to me that YC)li must he in
root to enable or disable the tty port.

To dial out of your system, the dial
out port must be "disabled" (use the
command "disable tty01" for port A
or "disable tty02" for port B). To
alIow sorneone to dial in to your sys
tem, the port must be "enabled" (use
the corresponding "enable tty01" and
"enable tty02").

ZTERM and the other two
Zprograms are placed in lusrlbin
with permissions set for anyone on
the system to use them; however,
the ports must be enabled and
disabled by the root. Since this
enabling/disabling is probably hard
coded into XENIX, there may not be
a way to get around this problem.
Thus anyone using ZTERM (or any
other communications file for that
matter) will have to be on speaking
terms with the root of the system or
else get used to using the U.S. Mail
instead of electronic communica
tions.
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The third gotcha is a very small one.
The documentation writers at ZAK
forgot to put in the syntax for Iilak
ing a calI without using ZDI.AL, the
automatic dialing function. The fol..
lowing illustrates the. rnethod l use
with my offéhded ~AYES modeD,1s.
(You should put this ih~ a script
calIed CALL. or something, since
ZDiAL won't hélpyou here.)

zterm -s 1200 -a Idev/nulI
-1 Idev/ttyOl
(the ·1 is a lower case L, not a one.)

This calls up ZTERM, puts you on
line at .1200 baud tl:i~ough port A, and
waits for a catrier. Now YO}1.~~h dial
thé ntimbet yoü waut, With the
Hayes; you must dia!

ATDT:xxxxxxx <ENTER>

Be sure you use capitalletters for the
ATDT.

1 have my HAYES set up so that it
answers calls immediately or lets me
dîai out immediately. AIsé, itàoes hot
echo locàl1y geilerated characters. or
result codes tb the scteen, since this
was giving me problems and. ~angirig
up my w~oJe system. (XENIX does
sorne periodic checking of the ports;
and UIlbelievable anomalies happéh
bècause of this.)

Mter hours of fiddIing with dip
switches, the setting that eliminates
most problems and allows dial in and
dial out was discoveted, and it is:

Switeh #: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Position: Down Up Up Down Up Down Up Down

The same settings apply for the
Smartmodem 300 except that switch
eight is not used and can beeither up
or down. On the 1200, switëh 8 dis
ables command recognition when iIi
the UP position, so leave it down.

Summary
1 don't need to say much more than
this: if you only buy one program this
year for your XENIX system, make it
ZTERM.

The Vldeotext Emulation
Package Is avallable from:

Z8k Software & Distributlng, Inc.
178 Berkeley Street

Rochester, NY 14607
718/244·1080
Cost: $150.00

II~
SCREENPIX

Take ad~antage of your
Model 1I/16's iimited
gtaphl~s ~apability
~ithbut âpëçiàl hardware;
Screehpixis a g.en.eral
ptirpose TR$OOS ~~80
~aêhirie iangûagè \ltility
that enablèS you to
créate, eêiit, and store
screen image~ using the
256 displayablë êharac
ters of your system.

* No programming experience
hècèssa>:Y.

* Use foi diagrams, screen
eritry, games, animations.

* S Hnu 1 t ahèou s RAM fitotage
6f u~ t6 1G images. .

.. Programmablé.e~it
rectangle for operatlons
on selec~ed sç~een areas.

ft AuEomatië video invert,
horizontal' veftical
Dii rror ilÎ\àging, global
character replaèèment~'* ·ll.àpi'èi stotàg.el.rèëall of
10 programmable ç111"sOr
positions, fo"ur-wliy tabs
Iii1 t 11 patchable jumP !ii ze,
precisè cursor contré1.

* He lp seréen shows aIl
charactèrs, codes, alla
coriunands.

* supei.impose multiple
lÙlà<jèS, ot allow selectea
areas to 'travel' until
posiUoned.

• Aut6matiç rapid sequen
tia1 display of up to ten
different Lmages, with
indepèndent shifting of
each, for positiohin'J of
multiple ovèrlays.

* 'i'YJ.'lêWr i ter mode fbr text
and labè1lng.

* Grld for scale drawings.
* Movable, erasàble, nonde

s·trud:ive status iine to
track cu·taot dôordlnates
and stored dràwirig charac
ters. Use tb tra-nsfer
pictures fro~ optlonai
g1" id worksheet.

... g·ttlre plcitures in individ
ual files br comblnéd: up
to 250 pet fiie.

* ûtilitiés to load, print,
appen~. replacé, and
é1elete pictutes.

* Execute general TRSOOS
cômmands without leaving
ptogram.

* Easy ~ccess t·o pictures
f r om BAS ICa lone (sample
program Includedl.

* Failter access 'from BASIC
and compilea languages
with pl:>sit.ion-inaependent
machine language routine
l included).

* i 09 pg. manual: tutor ial,
reference, customizlng,
file structure, linking
with other programs, etc.

* Fu Il y supported by update
service (1 year free).

$150

W{!!~I(·'3HT
P.O. Box 269

Hillsdale, NJ 07642
Telephone Orders Accepted

tel. (201) 569-8440 •.-ma-..-
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A CONDENSED
SCRIPSIT DIRECTORY

24 SCRIPSIT documents listed froa Disk SCRIPlS Drive 2 Apr 30 1984

If you are especiaIly prolific, you should be aware that on
ly the first 593 document names (99 directory screens) are
listed.

This compact directory can be sent directly to your
printer after aIl names have been displayed. During
display and printing, you can use both the HOLD and
BREAK keys.

SDIR conforms to good style (modular, top-down, and so
forth), so it is not a bad program to practice with if you
are new to machine-language programming and would
like to begin creating your own programs. Because it
never writes to a file, there is less danger of messing up a
disk. Before you know it, you will be adding features of
your own.

1 PWP/ltrl
2 SDIRIASC
4 SILLY DOC
1 SILLY DOC 2
1 WINE TASTERS
1 WINE TASTING/ltr

4 CTSS3
3 CTSS4
3 BERIlAH/ltrl
3 BERIlAN/ ltr2
3 BERIlAH/ltr3
2 OUTPDT/ASC

D.O
HL,DE
DE,ABL
A,46
8 iparse argument

;drive 0 in A

C. (HL)
HL
DE.ABL
A.46
8 ifind argument
Z,INDATA
A

Figure l

2 CFS
2 CF6
S CICS/prpsll
4 CICS/prps12
4 CTSSI
4 CTSS2

INDATA LD
ADD
LD
LD
RST

i-----------------------------------
DRVID LD

INC
LD
LD
RST
JR
XOR
RET

SOIR CALL INIT ;find drive 1, etc.
CALL BUILD ;build the output table

CALL SORT isort it
CALL VDOUT ;display it
CALL PROUT ;optionally print it

DONE RST 0 ;quit
;----------------------------------------INITIALIZE
INIT CALL ORVIO ;determine the drive to use

CALL DSKID ;find the disklD
CALL DATE ;qet the date
RET

ORG 3000H
;Displays and optionally peints document names
; in a SCRIPSIT 2.x directory alphabetically in

four columns.
;If the program is named SDIR, the calling syntax is
; 'SDIR dl or 'SDIR :d', where d is the drive •.

If no argument i5 present, drive 0 will be used.
;The corresponding screen number in the SCRIPSIT

directory precedes each document name.
;Only the first 593 document names (99
; directory screens) are listed.

0010
0020
0030
0040
OOSO
0060
0070
OOSO
0090
0100
0110
0120
0130
0140
01S0
0160
0170
01S0
0190
0200
0210
0220
0230
0240
02S0
0260
0270
02S0
0290
0300
0310
0320
0330
0340
03S0
0360
0370
03S0

1 ARTICLE/ASC
4 Babs/ltr/3/30/S4
3 CFI
3 CF2
2 CF3
2 CF4

Programmlng Faets
SDIR contains no macros, peculiar pseudo-operations, or
other exotic programming tools, and was written to be
assembled by the cheapest TRSDOS assembler. If you
don't have an assembler, but are a serious SCRIPSIT
user, this might be a good time to start. The Radio Shack
Series 1 Editor/Assembler costs only $50. In my judg
ment, the documentation adequately enables a non-pro
grammer to enter and assemble SDIR, though not with
out a struggle.

ln desperation, we resorted to stone-age tactics. Each
disk had its scrap of paper on which we kept track of the
directory with a pencH. When a new document was cre
ated, its name was duly added. Deletions were handled
with the other end of the pencH. We opened existing
documents by name from the first directory screen. No
more flipping through screens or worn out printer rib
bons.

The Program, SDIR
SmR is caIled directly frorri TRSDOS Ready by entering
its name, foIlowed by a space and the drive number con
taining the SCRIPSIT disk; e.g., "SDIR 2" (or "SDIR :2")
will display the documents on the disk in drive two. If the
drive number is omitted, drive zero will be used.

smR displays the $CRIPSIT document names alphabeti
caIly in four columns, with each name preceded by the
number of the SCRIPSIT directory screen on which that
document appears. (See Figurel.)

SDIR takes up only one gran of storage; there is no need
to fear loss of precious disk space.

1 use the past tense above because aIl of that is ancient
history. For over a year, we have used the accompanying
program, SDIR, and to our surprise, SCRIPSIT suddenly
became a first class word processor. We learned that its
directory could be a friend, supplying aIl sorts of useful in
formation. What had been an obstacle when it controIled
us turned out to be a powerful aIly when we took charge.
We have discovered that occasionally it is even nice to
have the documents organized by birthday.

Perhaps 1 have overdramatized the situation. But if you
can identify with our plight at aIl, you will appreciate the
solution.

yve knew there had to a be a better way, and indeed there
IS.

By Gerald Lippey

No characteristic of SCRIPSIT annoyed us more than
its document directory. To discover what documents

a disk contained, we had to place a SCRIPSIT system
disk in drive zero, load a large program, and painstaking
ly work our way through numerous screen displays.

EventuaIly, we tired of this and decided to use printed
versions of the directories. They were quickly out of date;
we found ourselves tying up the printer for long periods
and visiting our paper supplier more often. Adding to our
misery was the fact that documents were ordered by their
birthdays. Who remembers birthdays? We couldn't even
remember their names.
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;-----------------------------------

LD DE, (DDOCS) iDE=doc counter=sort key
LD C,O :C=row

0 -----------------------------

SORT2 LD DE. (LSADDR)
LD H,19
LD C.21
LD B,l ;for reverse sort
LD L.2
LD IX, TABLE

;DE=doc counter
:BL=table addr

;90 ta lst line

:csr off

;scroll prat

:DOLD processor

DE, (DOOCS)
BL,TABLE
C.32
8 t 19

BL,BOl+2
OE t (ODOCS)
B.O
A,21
8 ;doe count ta HDI

HL,BDl+2
E,20H
B.4
At (HL)
30H
NZ,VDBD
(HL),E ;blank out OlS
HL
ZII

C.13
HL,HDI
VDLINE ;heading

B,3
A,27
8
B,20
A.8
8
B,l
A,29
8
B.2
A,8
8

B,2
A,8
8 :csr off
A, (HDll
B.A
C.13
BL t BDl+2
A.19
8 ;heading ta prt
Z,PRBD2 ;if printing ok
C,13
BLtPRERlU'.
VDLINE ;'Fix pet or stop?1
A.4

A.l
8 :init K8
C,~

BL,PRRQM
VDLINE ;IWant hardcopy?1
A.4
8 :K8 char
NZ ,RBRQ
A,B
30H
C,R8RQ :if < "O·
A,8
8 :display char
A.a
5PH
4EH
Z,DONE ;if N
59H
Z,PRBEAD,if y
B.8
A,8
8 :bksp if not Y or N
KBRQ

LD
LD
LD
LD
CP
JR
LD
INC
DJNZ

LD
LD
CALL

ZII

VDBD

VDINIT LD
LD
LD
LD
RST

VDITEII LD
LD
LD
LD

SKRPTC LD
LD
RST
LD
LD
RST
LD
LD
RST
LD
LD
RST
RET

;-----------------------------------

PRINIT LD
RST
LD
LD
CALL

KHRQ LD
RST
JR
LD
CP
JR
LD
RST
LD
AND
CP
JP
CP
JR
LD
LD
RST
JR

NXVD PDSH DE
PUSH BC
PDSH HL
LD A,9
RST 8 ;display item
LD 8,2
LD A.29
RST 8 ; HOLD key
POP HL
pop HC
LD DE.21
ADD BL,OE :next item addr
POP DE
DEC DE
LC A,C
OR E
RET Z :done if OE=O
JR NXVD

,-------------------------------PRINT THE TABLE
PROUT CALL PRINIT; get ready to pr int

CALL PRITEM ;print the table
RET

LD HL,(NOOCS)
LD A, (NDOCS+!)
CP OFFH
JR HZ, SKRPTC ; if < 100 sereens
LD C,32
LD HL,8p2
CALL VOLINE ;IOnly lst 99 ser ...

PRBEAD LD
LD
RST
LD
LD
LD
LD
LD
RST
JR
LD
LD
CALL

KBC LD

LD A,56
RST 8
RET

;------------------------------DISPLAy THE TABLE
VDOUT CALL VOINIT ;initialize screen

CALL VOlTE" ;display items
RET

;-----------------------------------

:-----~-----------------------------

2680
2690
2700
2710
2720
2730
2740
2750
2760
2770
2780
2790
28DO
2810
2820
2830
2840
2850
2860
2870
2880
2890
2900
2910
2920
2930
2940
2950
2960
2970
2980
2990
3000
3010
3020
3030
3040
3050
3060
3070
3080
3090
3100
3110
3120
3130
3140
3150
3160
3170
318D
3190
320D
3210
3220
3230
3240
3250
3260
3270
3280
3290
3300
3310
3320
3330
3340
3350
3360
3370
3380
3390
3400
3410
3420
3430
3440
3450
3460
3470
3480
3490
3500
3510
3520
3530
3540
3550
3560
3570
358D
3590
3600
3610
3620
3630
3640
3650
3660
3670
3680
3690
3700
3710
3720
3730
374D
3750
3760
3770
3780
3790
3800
3810
3820
3830

:insert 2 dec dîgits
and a space

IX=!ast table addr
isame sec •
;6 docs/ser
;update ser

; if aIl entr ies done

;next rov
;BL=ordinal • of nest doc

to be printed in new order
;B=col count

:for next entry

C
H.O
L.C
B.4

HL
BC
DE
C.21
H,O
A t 23
8 ;multiply by 21
BC,TABLE-2
HLtBC ;addr for this key
DE
(HL) ,0
HL
(HL) tE ;insert key

BC
HL

DE, (SCT+3) JASe!! 2-digit ser •
A,E
30H
NZ,SKSCR
E,208 ;blank lst 0
BC
BC,21
IX,BC
BC
A,32
nX+Ol ,E
(IX-t!l,D
nX+2) ,A
HL
A,H
L
Z :00 more:
SIISCR
B,6
NXSCR

DE
A.D
E
Z

HL. (DOOCSl
DE, (DOOCSl
D
E
D
E :div by 4
(NROWS),DE i' of complete cows
E
D
E
D ;tiaes 4
BL,DE icompute DOOCS MOD
A.3
L
(IIOD) ,A ,3- (DDOCS IIOD 4)

DEC
LD
OR
RET

NXROW INC
LD
LD
LD

LD
LD
CP
JR
LD

SIISCR POSH
LD
ADD
pop
LO
LD
LD
LD
DEC
LD
OR
RET
DJNZ
LD
JR

SIIROW PDSH
PUSH
PUSH
LD
LD
LD
RST
LD
ADD
pop
LD
INC
LD
pop
pop

GETKEY LD
LD
SRL
RH
SRL
RH
LD
SLA
RL
SLA
RL
SBC
LD
SDH
LD

NOOOCS LD HL, NOOOCII
CALL VDLINE; INo does ••• '
JP OONE

;-----------------------------------------------SOR~

SORT CALL SORTI ;alpha sort
CALL GETKEY ;insert key for vertical sort
CALL SORT2 :sort on key
RET

~~;;ï---~~------~~ïi----------------

LD (LSADDRl.IX ;last table addr
LD BL,SORTM
CALL VDLINE; 'Nov soctinq_ •. 1

LD DE, (LSADDR)
LD B,3
LD C.21
LD IX, TABLE
LD HL.16
LD A,56
RST 8
RET

DEC a
JR Z,NXRDW ;if last col done
PDSH DE
LD DE. (NROWSl
ADD BLtDE ;next col
POP DE
LD A, (IIOD)
CP B
JR NC,SMROW;if short col precedes
IHC HL otherwise add 1
JR SIIROW

POSH HL
LD BL,SCT idee ser
LD DE, (SeN) ;bin ser
INC DE ;+1
LD (SCN) ,DE
LD B,O
LD A,21
RST 8 ;to dec
pop HL
pop BC

1510
1520
1530
1540
1550
1560
1570
1580
1590
1600
1610
1620
1630
1640
1650
1660
1670
1680
1690
1700
1710
1720
1730
1740
1750
1760
1770
1780
1790
1800
1810
1820
1830
1840
1850
1860
1870
1880
1890
1900
1910
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
1970
1980
1990
2000
2010
2020
2030
2040
2050
2060
2070
2080
2090
2100
2110
2120
2130
2140
2150
2160
2170
2180
2190
2200
2210
2220
2230
2240
2250
2260
2270
2280
2290
2300
2310
2320
2330
2340
2350
2360
2370
2380
2390
2400
2410
2420
2430
2440
2450
2460
2470
2480
2490
2500
2510
2520
2530
2540
2550
2560
2570
2580
2590
2600
2610
2620
2630
2640
2650
2660
2670
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RST 8 4900
JR NZ,KBC 4910
LD A,B 4920
AND 5FB 4930
CP 51U 4940
JI' Z,DONE ;quit if 0 4950
JR PRBEAD ;or try prt again 4960

4970
pRBD2 LD A. (NOOCs+ll 4980

CP OpFB 4990
RET NZ iif < 100 screens 5000
LD BL,8D2 5010
LD B, (UL) 5020
INC B 5030
INC BL 5040
LD C.13 5050
LD A,19 5060
RST 8 ; 'Only lst 99 •.• ' 5070
RET 5080

:----------------------------------- 5090
pRITEM LD DE, (DDOCS) :DE=doc counter 5100

LD BL,TABLE ; HL= tabl e addr 5110
LD B,19 5120

5130
NXCOL LD A, (COLeT) ;column count 5140

DEC A 5150
LD C,32 5160
JR NZ,SMLINE ;if same line 5170
LD C,13 ;end of a line 5180
LD A,4 5190

SMLINE LD (COLCT) ,A 5200
5210

pUSB DE 5220
pUSB BC 5230
PU SB BL 5240
LD A,I9 5250
RST 8 :print entry 5260
JI' NZ,ERR 5270
LD B.2 5280
LD A,29 5290
RST 8 ;BOLD key
POP UL
POP BC
LD DE,21
ADD OL,DE :addc for next item
POP DE
DEC DE
LD A,D
OR E
JR NZ,NXCOL :all done if DE=O
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909B
'DOCUMENTS BEYOND SCREEN 99 ARE NOT INCLUDED'
13
80
13
80
16
, ••• RUN ABORTED'
13
25
2
'Now reading direetory••. '
30
'NO DOCDMENTS IN SCRIpSIT FILEI'
14
'Now Borting .... '
36
ODODB
'Would you like a hard eopy? (YIN) ,
72
13
'CHECK YOUR PRINTER - Press'
13
, •• <0> to Ouit'
13
, •• any other key to try again'
'DOCUMENT/CTL:O'
13
45
FLREC
FLREC
ERR
'R'
o
'l"
o
32
256
$
SOIR

DEpW
DEFM
DEpB

ERRM DEFB
DEFB
DEpS

ABORTM DEFB
DEpM
DEpB

GETM DEPB
DEpB
DE PM

NODOCM DEFB
DEFM

SORTM DEFB
DEFM

pRRQM DEFB
DEPW
DEPM

pRERRM DEpB
DEFB
DEpM
DEPB
DEFM
DEFB
DEpM

FLDCS DEFM
DEFB
DEFS

FLpAR DEPW
DEPW
DEPW
DEpB
DEpB
DEFB
DEpB
DEpB

FLREC DEpS
TABLE EQU

END
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"'(0 f.(tf.Sf.
-.rJp.... ,,\l"'( OS

o\lf. cptli -.rJ0(to\l(t

"'((t~o" S\\.... 6(tP'

for computer operators. not
. for computer programmers.

Easy to understand. Easy to use
... simple. uncomplicated.

• available for the Model Il, XII and XVI
• includes several utilities and samples-66 entries

plus: TRSOOS REAOY, CHANGE OISKS.
SHUTOOWN COMPUTER

• provisions for add. deJete.edit, change or move names
• Friendly Menu for TRSOOS 2.0a or b (f/oppyl 569.95;

for TRSOOS 4.2 Hard Oisk 589.95 .
MasterCard. Visa. Certlfred Check. Money Order or C.O.O
Add S4.00 for sh.pprng itnd hitndling. NYS purchitsers itdd 5 25 .... sitle' litx.
FRIENOlY MENU "it tritdemitrk of Custom Computing Compitny lne

<iI
~ Custom
.~........ Computing

~.I' Company. Ine.
34 Scenic Hills Drive. Poughkeepsre. New York 12603 • 914-471 9318

;heading

;too many does to display

;one CR anyhow

;extra CR needed

SCRIPSIT documents listed from Disk 1

'Drive 0 '

13
45

A,C
B,13
B
Z,ONECR
A,I8
8
B,13
A,18
8

BD2

ONECR

DSK
DRV
DT

UDI

LD
LD
CP
JR
LD
RST
LD
LD
RST
RET

;----------------~---------------DISpLAY ALINE
VDLINE LD B,(HL)

INC UL
LD A,9
RST 8
RET

;--------------------------------ERROR UANDLING
INERR LD A,48
ERR LD B,A

LD A,52
LD HL,ERRM+2
RST 8
LD C,I3
DEC HL
DEC HL
CALL VDLINE ;'You dummy .•. '
LD C,13
LD HL,ABORTM
CALL VDLINE ;'Run aborted'
JI' DONE

;-------------------------------~----------DATA

INDT DEpS 26
NDOCS DEFS 2 ;. does in SCRIPSIT file
HDOCS DEFW 593 ;' does in 99 screens
DOOCS CEPS 2 ;1 do cs displayed
NXADDR DEFW TABLE-lB ;next table addr
LSADDR DEFS 2 ;last table entry addr
NROWS DEFS 2 ;' of complete rows
MOD DEFS 1 ;3-(DDOCS MOD 4)
SeT DE FM '00000' ;dec scr number
SCN DEFW 0 ;bin sel number
COLCT DEFB 4 ;eolumn count for print
ABL DEPW $+6 ;parse stuff

DEFW $+6
DEPW 0
DEFW ODOl8
DEFW 3ADIU
DEFB 75
DEFB IBB
DEFM
DEpM
DEFM
DEFM
DEFB
DEFB

3840
3850
3860
3870
3880
3890
3900
3910
3920
3930
3940
3950
3960
3970
3980
3990
4000
4010
4020
4030
4040
4050
4060
4070
4080
4090
4100
4110
4120
4130
4140
4150
4160
4170
4180
4190
4200
4210
4220
4230
4240
4250
4260
4270
4280
4290
4300
4310
4320
4330
4340
4350
4360
4370
4380
4390
4400
4410
4420
4430
4440
4450
4460
4470
4480
4490
4500
4510
4520
4530
4540
4550
4560
4570
4580
4590
4600
4610
4620
4630
4640
4650
4660
4670
4680
4690
4700
4710
4720
4730
4740
4750
4760
4770
4780
4790
4800
4810
4820
4830
4840
4850
4860
4870
4880
4890



XENIX By Richard A. Bllancla

NETWORKING ON XENIX

uucp::4:4::/usrlspoolluucppub:/usrflibluucpluucico

The TRS-XENIX development system inciudes a
sophisticated and very capable networking system

with Iiterally unlimited application if you are running
more than one UNIXlXENIX system; networking vir
tually eliminates the necessity of transferring files from
one machine to another with floppy diskettes.

A single file named "datafile" can he transferred from my
system (system identification 2001424) ta a file called
"mycopy" in the current working directory afyour system
while logged on to your system with the following com
mand:

UllCp 2001424!1usr/rab/datafile mycopy

Assuming that everything has been set up properly, your
system will use its own auto dial modem ta dial the phone
number of my system, log on to my system, execute the
file transfer, log off my system, and disconnect the phone
line connection.

The transfer cao either he accomplished immediately, or
spooled for execution in the wee hours to take advantage
of cheaper telephone rates.

In.'.lIIn9 uucp
First, you must have already installed the communication
prograrns (see sidebar) from the diskettes included with
the TRS-XENIX deveJopment system, and have at least
one Radio Shack modem (1200 baud recommended) with
the auto-dial module (TRS-XENIX uucp will support
other modems heginning with release 01.03.02). You
should he logged in as root.

Next, choose a unique name for your system; exactly
seven characters (numhers and/or letters) work best.
Place the name as a single line of data in the file
"/etdsystemid" usîng either editor, ed or vi. This file
already contains "trs16", used ·with uucp. 1 used the seriai
number of my machine (2001424) as my system identifica
tion.

~Verify that your "/etdpasswd" file contains the following <3

lin., q
~

iIf the entry is not present, put it there with either ed or
vi. If it is there, you probably have "uucppublic" instead of ~
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Without a resident XENIX' guru, uucp
("UNIX-to-UNIX copy'?, one of several

programs in the XENIX networking
system, is not easy to implement. In
this article Rich Bilancia describes

how he installed it.

rw-rw----

mv /usr/spool/uucppublic /usr/spool/uucppub

A typical file might contain the following entries:

USERFILE contains user accessibility information

will happen. Assuming that seriaI channel A is being used
as the communications channel, type

disable tty01

while logged in as root to disable port A.

The USERFILE Flle
The USERFILE contains information about the remote
systems you wish to communicate with, and specifies
three things: (1) which files can be accessed by a normal
user of the local machine; (2) which files can be accessed
from a remote computer; and (3) which login name is used
by a particular remote computer.

According to the XENIX System Reference Manual; the
format for each entry in the USERFILE file is:

[login],sys path-name [path-name] ...

The USERFILE file should have the following protec
tion:
rw-rw-

where "login" is the login name for a user on the remote
computer, "sys" is the system name for a remote com
puter, and "path-name" is the list of directories permitted
to be written into or read from.

A typical file on machine 2001424 might contain the fol
lowing entries:

,2001424/
uucp,acctmth /usr/spool/uucppub /usr/spool/mail
uucp,accutul /usr/spool/uucppub /usr/spool/mail /usr/rab
, /usr/spool/uucppub

The first entry allOWS any user (indicated by the null
before the comma) on my machine (system 2001424) to
send any file on the machine to any other system. The sec·
ond and third entries allow a user "uucp" on systems
"acctmth" and "accutul" to read and/or write files in the
"/usr/spool/uucppub" and "/usr/spool/mail" direetories on
system 2001424.

In addition, user "uucp" on system "accutul" can read
and/or write files in the "/usr/rab" directory. The fourth
line allows any user, logged in on any system, to read
and/or'write only files stored in "/usr/spool/uucppub".

chmod a+r directory-name

Any directory to which you want a file transferred must
have cQlllplete write permission. Use the command:

chmod a+w directory-name

Any directory from which you want to transfer a file must
have complete read permission. Use the command:

speed

contains information about modems and
hard wired connections

call-unit

L-devices

line

The L·devlces Flle
According to the XENIX System Reference Manual, the
format for each entry in the L-devices file is

L.sys contains information required to make the
connection

Create three files in the "/usr/lib/uucp" directory. These
critical files, which control almost all uucp protocol and
security options, are:

Unless the tty port to which you have connected either a
modem or an RS-232C cable is disabled, strange things

chmod 777 /usr/spool/uucp
chown uucp /usr/spool/uucp
chgrp uucp /usr/spool/uucp

"uucppub", so edit the line accordingly by typing the
following command:

(This edit and the rename using the "mv" command will
eliminate a minor problem with the "finge,r" commando
y ou can use "/usr/spool/uucppublic" as the default direc
tory if you are not concerned about the problem with
"finger".)

AIso, issue the following three commands, as indicated on
page 5 of the TRS-XENIX DevelopmentSystem Installa
tion Guide:

culO cuaO 1200
culO cuaO 300
tty0209600

Use the first two entries if a Radio Shack 300/1200 baud
modem is connected to seriaI channel A (i.e., "/dev/tty01")
of the Model 16. Use the third entry if another
UNIXlXENIX system is hard wired (with a single null
modem and an RS-232C cable) to seriaI channel B (i.e.,
"/dev/tty02").

The L-devices file should have the following protection:
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THE TANDY TRS·80® MODEL
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The Ultra-High Performance MS-DOS
Personal Computer That Operates at
Twice the Speed of the IBM PC
Our remarkable Tandy 2000 delivers much more
than other 1&bit M5-DOS based eomputers. More
speed. More disk storage. More expansion. Higher
resolution graphies. But that's not aH. Vou also
get the qua lity and support that have kept Tandy
Corporation in the forefront of the microcomputer
industry fram the beginning

HfgheroSpeed 16·Bit Microprocessor
The Tandy 2000 is dramahcally faster than other
16-bit MS-DOS compulers. In aetual benehmark
comparisans, the Tandy 2000 perlormed almOSI
three times iaster than the IBM Personal Computer.
The high~r operating speed lets you finish bigger

jobs in less lime.

Increased Storage Capacity
Each of the two Tandy 2000 disk drives

stores over four limes as mueh informa-
tion as a standard IBM PC drive. and

twice as mueh as a TI Prolessional
drive. If you need even more slorage,
choose our Tandy 2000 HO wilh a
built-in hard disk,

Get a Setter Picture of Things
The Tandy 2000 video monitors and
graphies options let you easily create
stunning, highly<letailed bUSiness

~ charts and graphs. Our color graphies
have twice the resolution of the

COMPAQ Portable or IBM PC calor- graphies, and twice the number
of colors.

Compare the Model 2000
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2000PERSONALCOMPUTER

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

The Tandy 2000 Adds a New Dimension to the
Most Advanced MS-DOS Software Around

Room to Grow for the Future
The Tandy 2000 has many standard features that cost
extra on olher computers. Aside from obvious cost ad
vantages, thal leaves more expansion slols open for
your future neecfs. Add additional memory, a hard disk
drive, our Digi"'-Mouse and more. And you can install
most options yoursell.

A Mllestone ln Ergonomie Design
The Tandy 2000 is as spectacular outside as il is inside.
The attractive modular system adapts to your environ
ment ta assure maximum comfort and productivity.
Wilh Ihe optional floor stand, Tandy 20CXJ occupies
much less desk space than other personal computers.

Total Service and Support is Close at Hand
Our extensive nelwork of Radio Shack Computer Cen
lers gives you complete hard'oNare and software sup
pori direclly !rom the manufaclurer, nol an independenl
computer dealer. On-site and carry-in service is availa
ble nationwide.

The Future of Personal Computing
See Ihe 2-disk Tandy 2000 (26-5103, $2750) and the
Tandy 2000 HD (26-5t04, $4250) loday al over t tOO
Radio Shack Computer Centers and parlicipating stores
and dealers nationwide.

r---------------------,
1Send me a free Tandy 2000 brochure. 1
J Ma, 1'0: Radio Shack, Oepl. S5-A-226 1

300 Orle Tandy Canter, Fon Worth. TeKllS 76102 1
1
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COMPUTER CENTERS

Choose From the Hottest Names ln Software
Rapidly becoming an industry standard. the M5-DOS
operaling system lets us bring you the mûsl popu-
lar programs around. Programs like dBase II.
Microsoft-Multiplan. PFS:File. MultiMate. And many
more already acclaimed by the enlire microcomputer
industry. The four software "wheels" above iliustrate
the Qutstanding programs available. Each "slice" in Ihe
10p wheel represents typical applications-electronic
filing, word processing. spreadsheels, communications
and more. The corresponding slices on the lower
wheels portray the programs available for each applica
tion family. For example. we have an excellent line of
small business accounling software from MAI/Basic
Four-general iedger, accounts payable, accounts
receivable and more. These flexible programs have
already been proven in Ihousands of applications world
wide. More programs are under developmenl, including
Microsoft's slale<{)f·the-art MS·Windows operating envi
ronment. You can view several "windows" al once
files, letters, graphs and more-and exchange
information between Ihem.
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The L.ava Flle
Each entry in the L.sys file represents one remote system
that can be called by uucp. The format for each entry in
the L.SYS file is

system time device baud phone [expect send 1 expect
send-expect] ...

where "system" is the name of the remote system (in its
"/etclsystemid"); "time" is a string indicating the days·of
week and times-of-day when the system should he called;
"device" is either ACU or the direct connected line used
for the call; and "phone" is the telephone number dialed or
the same string used in the device field if a direct connec·
tion.

In the last series of fields, "expect" is a string expected to
be read during the login procedure, and "send" is a string
sent when the "expect" string is received.

A typical file might contain the following entries:

f~d.ir Any ,,-cu HOO 5551212 ogln-llll.tu1-ogin ~~cp
acct.. th Any ,,-cu 1200 10lS551212 oqln-BRt"-J<l-ogln uucp ..wo<d p<ivate
cl.bu<n 0200-0500 "CU 1200 18175551211 ogin-llll.E"-12-ogin ~ucp
chrono IIOW.r,0200-0600 "CU 1200 5551211 ogin-BRI:AJ:2-oqln ~ucp
fq,.d.l< Any uy02 KM tty02 ogin ~ucp ....ord P"-SSWOllD
occutul "ny "CU 1100 5551212 •• "K oqln,-\<-ogin,-\r- ogin, uocp

The first four entries can be used to call another system
using a Radio Shack 1200 baud modem. The syntax of the
first hne is used when the system can he called at any
time, and there is no password for the user uucp on the
remote system.

Use the syntax of the second Hne when the system can be
called at any time, and the password for the user uucp on
the remote system is "private".

The syntax of the third Hne is used when the system can
be called only between the hours of 2:00 and 6:00 am.

The fourth Hne syntax is used when the system can be
called only between the hours of 2:00 and 6:00 am on
Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays.

The fifth entry can be used for an installation where two
UNIXlXENIX systems are wired together with a null
modem. Connection can he made at any time with a baud
rate of 9600, and the password for the user uucp on the
remote system is PASSWORD.

The final entry can be used to calI a system using a 1200
baud Hayes Smart Modem with switeh 6 in the down posi
tion (to allow the modem on the remote system ta place
outgoing calls as weil as receive calls.)

•

THE COMPLETE SET OF PROGRAMS IN THE TRS-XENIX NETWORKING SYSTEM

Uucp is only one of several programs in the XENIX networking system. In addition tü llllep, the full set includes the
following:

uucico Does the actual copying of files.•

uulog Maintains and reports on file transfers.

uucleana Removes old files from the spool directory.

uux Gathers programs or files from several systems, executes the programs if appropriate, and sends the
output ta any system.

llUXqt Does the program executions requested by uux.

mail Sends and receives eiectronic mail on a single system; also sends mail to remote systems.

Here are sorne examples of the use of uux.

uux ca070 < accutul!lDta.OlljobcosUdataJle
oroff doc~ile 1uux - chrono!lpr
uux diff acctmth! lusrlspoolluucppub/filel fgmdsir!lusrlspoolluucp/file 2

The first example will execute a program "ca070" in the current user's path on the local computer, but will use a file
named "dataJle" in the "lDta.Ol/jobcost" directory on a remote computer with a system named "accutul".

The seeond example williocally execute the formatter "nroff' on a local file in the current directory named "docJle"
and pipe the output to "uux" which will take the piped input (denoted by the ".") and send it to the Hne printer spooler
("Ipr') on a remote computer with the system name "chrono".

The third example williocally execute the program "diff' on two files: "file!" in the directory "usrlspooVuucppub" on
the "acctmth" system, and "fiIe2" in the directory "/usrlspoolluucppub" on the "fgmdsir" system.

·The version of uucio on version 01.02.()() of TRS-XENIX luis a mqjor derreieney; il CÙJes not wail long enough
alter dialing a long diatonce number to make a conn«tion before giving a '"tinre out" error message. Version
01.03.02 of TRS-XENIX corrects thi8 problem..
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KWIX Il - A WORD TOOL
MODEL 11/12/1 & FOR MaD 11/12/16 SCRIPSIT

KWIX 2.0 for Mad 11/12/16, TRSDOS 2.oa/b, (2 disksl ... $119.00

• Video display speed adjustable
• Counters: Total words,

different words, sentences
• Default options easily reset

to user's selections
• FAST, full diskette indexed in

5 min. EASY TO USE. no
installation required

TRSDOS 2.0a/b MEMORY MAP
Complete address/function map. Identifies system
subroutines, tables & status indicators. Many useful
patches included $15.00

MOD 11/12/16 DISASSEMBLER
Printer, video or M80 compatible disk output with
LABELS & CROSS REFERENCE. ASCII data areas trans
lated. "Search" mode and other special features. For
TRSOOS 2.0a/b (1 diskl $45.00

SPECIAL OFFER
Use the Memory Map, disassembler & your own ideas to
customize your operating system. Both $50.00

BACKPACK
FORMAT/BACKUP/REORGANIZE diskettes in a
SINGLE step. BACKPACK is the ONLY fast backup
utility that reorganizes files Uike TRSOOS "MOVE" but
15 X's fasterl

• Formats WHILE copying
• Eliminates "checkerboard" space allocation
• Re/ocates files to the outer, more reliable tracks
• Optional PROMPT for selective file copying
• Allows disk directory relocation
• Data fully verified

For Mod 11/12/16, TRSOOS 2.oa/b (2 disksl $59.00

Terms: VISA/MASTERCARD, Check (US funds/US bankl, Money Order,
NO Purchase Orders. Shipping to N.Amer. add $3, other countries $10,
COD $5, VA residents add 4% sales tax

TAS-BD. TRSOOS & SCRIPSIT are crademarks of Tandy Corp.

TRS-80
PASCAL

KWIX 2.0, a MAJOR UPGRAOE, is now available

WRITERS, LAWYERS, L1NGUISTS, SECRETARIES, PROOF
REAOERS, any SCRIPSIT user - Save days of drudgery. Put
KWIX to work for VOU!

KEY WORD INDEX - Uses a non-key word dictionary to
eliminate common words and create a sorted Index (by Ooc/
page/linel for a book, manua! or any SCRIPSIT document(sl. Up
to 100 documents from multiple diskettes may be indexed
together. The Index (complete or partialJ can be printed, dis
played or appended to your SCRIPSIT document.

KEY WORD IN CONTEXT - List Key Words centered,
left or right in 80 or 132 characters of context with Ooc/
page/line references.
FULL WORD INDEX/CONTEXT - Bypass the non-key
dictionary and list ALL words, Index only, or in Context.

WORD FREQUENCY - Three different formats. Sorted
descending by frequency or ascending by word. Key words only
or ALL words.
• Index by Document/Page/Line
• Character types selectable

alpha/numeric/mixed/special
• Create YOUR OWN Key or

non-key word dictionary &
delete/restore words in
System-supplied dictionary

• 30 character word size

SKYLINK SOFTWARE
-lHH:- Cammitted ta Quality & Customer Support -;HH:

3705 S. George Mason Or., Suite 2411-S, Falls Church, VA 22041
PHONE: 17031578-3940

Model-16
CHASIC C

fORTRAN-77 CP/M-68K
68000 Assembly

Pick your language! Let TriSoft show you how CP/M-68K and anyof these com
pllers can turn your Radio Shack Model-16 into the powerful workhorse you

bought it to be.

TriSoft
4102 Avenue G
Austin, TX 78751
(800) 531-5170
Texas (512) 453-2233

CP/M-68K incfuding 68000 assembler, C-compiler
Pickles & Trout CP/M-2.2m with 5190, with CP/M-68K

CP/M-2.2mH 5235, with CP/M-68K
CBAS/C, FORTRAN-77, PASCAL
BASfC-68K

5395
5535
5580
5495
5299

CP/M·68K. CBASIC trademark of Digital Research. CBASIC. PASCAL. FORTRAN·]] require 256 kbytes. CP/M·68K requires CP/M·2.2.
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The L.sys file should have the following protection:

rw-rw-rw-

Uslng uucp
To send a file named "data_to_send" in the current
working directory on the local machine to the
"/usr/spool/uucppub" directory on the system named
"acctmth", use:

uucp data_to_send acctmth!/usr/spool/uucppub

Pay attention ta the exclamation character that separates
a system name and the file or directory name on that
system; there are no spaces before or after the exclama
tion mark.

To retrieve a file named "data_to---.get" from the
"usr/spool/uucppub" directory on a machine with a system
name of "fgmdsir" and place that file in the
"/usr/spool/uucppub" directory with the name "received"
on the local machine, use:

uucp fgmdsir!/usr/spoolluucppub/data_to---.get
/usr/spool/uucppub/received

Electronlc Mali
The commands to send electronic mail between machines
are illustrated by:

mail chrono!rdc < mail_to_send
mail cleburn!fgmdsir!hank < more_mail

In the first example, the contents of the file
"mail_to_send" in the current working directory of the
local machine are spooled for later transmission to the
user "rdc" on the remote system "chrono".

In the second example, an intermediate system named
"cleburn" passes mail to the user "hank" on a second
remote system named "fgmdsir". Routing E-Mail through
an intermediate system minimizes long distance tele
phone charges.

Both of thesemail examples require implementation of
the polI program described following, so periodic connec
tions take place between the two machines.

The Poli Program
The PolI Program, a shell program (Figure A) given to me
by Dennis Young from Radio Shack's National Account
Customer Support Group, periodically calls one or more
remote systems to transfer any files spooled for transfer;
it's especially helpful when using remote mail.

The program can be invoked by the root or super-user
with the following:

/usr/lib/uucp/poll system! [system2 ...]

where "system!" and "system2" are the remote system
names to be called. In addition, lines can be added to
"/usr/lib/crontab" to execute the program at various
times. For example, adding the following line to
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polI uucp system

tudor apmadoc
9/22/83

disable ttyOl
while test -SI- J= Il

do

foc i in 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0
do

if test -5 /usc/spool/uucp/LCK.XQT
then

sleep 180
else

break
fi

done

/usr/lib/uucp/uucico -rI -sS1
sleep 10

foc i in 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
do

if test -5 STST.$l
then

cm -f STST.$l
/usr/lib/uucp/uucico -rI -5$1

sleep 10
ecbo 'try " Si

else
break

fi
done

if test -5 STST.$l
then

cm -f STST. SI
/usc/lib/uucp/uucico -cl -5$1 -x9 2>/tmp/uucp$$

fi

shift
done

enable ttyOl 2>/dev/null

"/usr/lib/crontab" causes the local system to calI a system
called "acctmth" at 03:00 am every day:

o3 * * * /usr/lib/uucp/poU acctmth

The program should be stored in a file using one of the
XENIX editors, saved in the "/usr/lib/uucp" directory, and
have an ownership of uucp with the following protection:

rwxr-xr--

Diagnostic Messages
Each message in "/usr/spool/uucp/LOGFILE" has the
standard format:

<user> <system> «mm>/<dd>-<hh>:<mm»
<message>

<mm>, <dd>, <hh>, and <mm> represent the date and
time of the log message. <system> is the name of the
other system. <user> is the login name of a user, to the
extent that it can be determined. The user name may be
the login name used by the system to log in to uucp, or it
may be the name of a user on a remote system who made
the last request. <message> can be one of the messages
detailed below.

The first series of messages relate to caUs to or from
another system.

SUCCEEDED (call to <system»
A caU from this system to <system> succeeded.

FAILED (call to <system»
A caU from this system to <system> was attempted and
did not succeed. Possible reasons:

1.) The communication link between the two systems
was disconnected.
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DEC. VT - registered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corp; IBM -registered
trademark of International Business Machines Corp.; Radio Shack - regis
tered trademark of Tandy Corp.; XENIX - trademark of Microsoft Corp.

r---------------,1Name _

1Address
City State__ Zip _

1Phone -:------::-:--__--:--:--__------: _10 Check 0 Money Order 0 Visa 0 Mastercard 1
~. ~~ 1L _

or mail coupon to:

IMPACC Associates
P.O. Box 93
Gwynedd Valley, PA 19437

VT52 EMULATOR
FOR YOUR 11/12/16

(215) 699-7235

To order cali:

Now your computer can emulate the industry
standard DEC@ VT52 intelligent terminal with

NO HARDWARE MODIFICATIONS whatsoever!

• Ideal for use with XENIX~ multi-user systems

• Compatible with DEC and IBM@ mainframes. Permits use of
full-screen editors and other sophisticated host programs.

• Custom-designed for II/12/l6 hardware and TRSDOS

• Tested and GUARANTEED to run at 9600 baud

• Complete VT52 emulation inciuding FULL PRINTER
SUPPORT

• Simple to use-the emulator handles ail complicated
communications decisions internally

• Professional-quality product already REVIEWED and
APPROVED by Radio Shack@

lEe] Special In:;~~ootOry Price ==

1.) <System> does not have logins enabled on the line.
2.) The L.sys file on this system does not have correct

login and password information for <system>.
3.) The systems do not agree on what baud rate to use,

or this system is having trouble getting <system> to
change baud rates;

4.) The connection between the systems dropped short
ly after being connected.

5.) <System> was very heavily loaded and took too long
to respond.

LOCKED (call to <system»
A calI was attempted to <system>, but a lock file is pres
ent, indicating that a calI is already being attempted to
<system>. Possible reasons:

1.) A calI actualIy is in progress to <system>, and the
uucp command started another one. This situation fre
quently occurs if several uucp commands are directed to
the same system. The first one starts a connection, and
later ones log the LOCKED message and quit. If the spool
files are put in place quickly enough, the first calI will
transfer the information requested by the later requests.

2.) Something aborted and left a file
"/usr/spoolluucp/LCK..<system>" lying around. Do a "ps
-ax" to verify that no uucico process is talking to
<system>; then remove the lock file.

FAILED (login)
The login handshaking sequence failed when this system
attempted to login on <system>. Dialing, if involved, suc
ceeded. Possible reasons:

FAILED (startup)
After logging in, the exchange of system names and
agreement on a transmission protocol failed. Possible
reasons:

1.) The connection between the systems dropped short
ly after being connected.

2.) The connection between the systems is very noisy.

2.) The other system was shut down.
3.) (When using modems) The telephone line of the

other system was busy.

NOT AVAILABLE (device)
A calI was attempted to <system>, but no dialup lines
(with an appropriate baud rate) are available. Possible
reasons:

1.) There is a calI to another system on (aIl of) the dialup
line(s), or the hardwired line is in use.

2.) Something aborted and left a file
"/usr/spool/uucp/LCK. .<line>" lying around. Do a "ps -ax"
to verify that no UUCiCb process is using that line; then
remove the lock file.

NO CALL (RETRY TIME NOT REACHED)
A calI to <system> failed to connect, or was aborted in
progress, and not enough time (10 minutes) has passed to
try again. To force an immediate retry, remove the file
"/usr/spool/uucp/STST.<system>" and start a uucico
process.
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HANDSHAKE FAILED (BAD SEQ)
This message occurs only if calI sequence checking is
enabled for the connection in "SQFILE" on one or more
of the systems. Reasons for handshake failure:

1.) The sequence numbers do not match, indicating that
the previous caller was an impostor.

2.) Sequence checking was enabled on one system but
not the other.

3.) "SQFILE" is not readable on one system (wrong
owner is a common reason).

4.) The last call failed just at the critical moment when
one system had updated the sequence number but the
other had not. Adjust the "SQFILE" entries on one or
both systems so that the sequence count matches.
Remove the "/usr/spool/uucp/STST.<system>" files on
both systems.

The next series of messages relate to file transfer once a
call has been established.

Many of these messages will reference spool file names of
the form C.<system><gradeXsequence>, D.<system>
<gradeXsequence>, or X.<system><gradeXsequence>,
where <system> is a system name (local or the remote in-
volved), <grade> is a single character, and <sequence> is
a 4-digit sequence number. These files are found in
"/usr/spool/uucp."

REQUEST (S <local filenarne> <rernote filenarne>
<user»
A file transfer was requested by <user> OI:! this system to
send <local filename> on this system to <remote
filename> on <system>. The normal message on comple
tion is REQUEST (SUCCEEDED).

REQUESTED (S <rernote filenarne> <local filenarne>
<user»
A file transfer was requested by <user> on <system> to
send <remote filename> on <system> to <local
filename> on this system. The normal message on com
pletion is capy (SUCCEEDED).

REQUEST (R <local filenarne> <rernote filenarne>
<user»
A file transfer was requested by <user> on this system to
fetch <remote filename> on <system> to <local
filename> on this system. The normal message on com
pletion is capy (SUCCEEDED).

REQUEST (R <rernote filenarne> <local filenarne>
<user»
A file transfer was requested by <user> on <system> to
fetch <local filename> on this system to <remote
filename> on <system>. The normal message on comple
tion is REQUEST (SUCCEEDED).

REQUEST (X <source filenarne> <destination
filenarne>)
A user on <system> requested that a uucp command be
executed on this system to copy from the source to the
destination file. Both source and destination may have
system name prefixes. This request is the result of a user
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executing a uucp command that requests file transfer
with neither source nor destination on the local machine.

COPY (SUCCEEDED)
A file transfer to this system succeeded, for one of the re
quests above.

REQUEST(SUCCEEDED)
A file transfer from this system succeeded, for one of the
requests above.

RCV REQUEST (REMOTE DENIED)
File transfer permission was denied because of security
rules on <system>. This may mean USERFILE specifica
tions, files not readableYwritable by everyone, or
files/directories that did not exist.

SEND PERMISSION (UNIX DENIED)
File transfer permission was denied because of security
rules on this system.

BAD READ (EXPECTED "<c>" got FAIL)
The protocol between the two machines got confused and
the system gave up because of too many errors. Probable
reasons:

1.) <system> was heavily loaded and did not respond
quickly enough.

2.) The transmission link was noisy and too many errors
occurred.

3.) If <c> was "H", this may mean that <system> was
moderately loaded, but has a large spool directory that
took too long to search.

CAUGHT (SIGNAL <n»
The uucico process caught signal <n> and terminated.
See signal(2) for signal numbers. Typically the signal is a
hangup (the line disconnects unexpectedly), or a kill
signal (sorneone attempted to kill the uucico process).

The following series of messages relate to command ex
ecution.

<user> XQT (PATH=/bin:/usr/bin; export PATH;
<cornrnand>)
<user> on <system> requested that <command> be ex
ecuted, and execution was attempted. Typically <com
mand> will be "rmail <targetuser>". <user> will probably
be shown as uucp if the mail was forwarded through
<system> from a system to which it is connected.

<user> XQT DENIED «cornrnand»
<user> on <system> requested that <command> be ex
ecuted, and permission to execute the command was
denied. Typical reasons:

1.) <command> was not on the authorized list of remote
commands (rmail, rnews, uusend)

2.) shell features such as "command," several com
mands on a line, etc., were used that are considered a
security risk.

QUEUED (C.<systernXgradeXsequence»
A uucp command has queued a request for file transfer
with <system>. The request is stored in the spool file in
dicated.•
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Hardware By H. Peter Frledrichs

CARING FOR YOUR
HARD DI8K DRIVE

Once the hard disk drive for gour
computer îs unpacked and hooked up,
gour approach toward the use of this
device will ultimatelg determine
whether it ends up being a godsend, or
an electronic Pandora's Box.

The hard disk drive is a remarkable
marriage between ultra-fast digi

tal electronics and electro-mechanical
servo mechanisms.

Hard Drive Components
In the case of Radio Shack's 12 meg,
three rigid magnetic platters,
stacked vertically much like the 45s
in the old style juke-boxes, comprise
the medium on which information is
stored. Housed in a specially sealed
chamber, the platter assembly is spun
at 3600 rpm.

Perhaps the most remarkable phys
ical feature of the hard drive is the
read/write head. Six heads are
mounted on the tips of long "fingers"
geared to move in and out, above,
below, and in between the rotating
platters, providing six surfaces on
which to record data. The heads
themselves never actually touch the
magnetic coatings on the platters,
but rather float a molecule's width
above them.

Two hundred thirty tracks are re
corded on each surface, and six
tracks in a vertical row are termed
"cylinders." Control circuitry, both in
the back of your computer and on
boards in the drive itself, deposits
data on the platters to the tune of
10,000 bits per inch!

Handllng the Drive
Ownership of a hard drive demands a
great deal more responsibility than
simply unpacking the unit and plug
ging it in. The hard drive is a delicate
mechanism, and every effort you z

make to take care of the unit is simp- ~
ly that much more insurance that the lI:
"big crash" will never happen. ~

«en
Mechanical mistreatment of the hard ~
drive is a big no-no. You wouldn't ~

o
dream of banging your fine Swiss ~
watch about; the drive shouldn't be ~

Lt:r:ea::te=d.:a:.:n~y.:d:.:iff~e::r..:::e:.nt::ly:.:.:...- ----=================================~ j
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There's Nothing Else Like It

BOOT EPROR De
PLUG YOUR MOD Il

Dise EXPANSION UNIT INTO THE
SeeBee UNIT AND FORGET ABOUT
THE BOOT ERROR De MESSAGE

Cali for
Custom

Software

"In my opinion. ail users of aIder Model 11'5. .. should
gel a SeeBee as cheap msurance against the dreaded
Boat Error.·· R.H. Young, Editor/Publisher

TwolSixteen . Jan·Feb 1983

"SeeBee performs as represenred. 'fs a better mouse'
trap.. " C.R. PereIman

Product Review. 80 Micro· July 1983

·Totally software transparent
• Run your disk expansion unit only when needed
• Eliminate ruined system diskettes
-Compact 2 in. x 3 in. size
-Simple plug in installation
-Money back guarantee . 90 day warranly
0$64.50 plus $300 shipping and handling
-Indiana residents - add 5% sales tax

PLEASE SPECIFY IF VOU ALSO HAVE A HARD DISK

MICROCOMPUTER PRINTOUT BASKET

DOPLUS

- Use on any table
-Sturdy steel construction
- Beige epoxy finish
-Special power cord & signal cable retainer
012 Inch $22.50 18 inch $24.50 plus

$3.00 shipping and handling

See, Inc.
DEPT. E

P.O. BOX 40215
'....~ INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46240

317·844-8817

You can try the DO function, but it
won't do the job. It will take only system
commands and will make you wait to
answer prompts. Doplus is not restricted
to system commands. When you create
a Doplus file, you can designate the pro
grams to be run and the reports to be
generated. Any prompts that will come
up in the programs may be answered ln
advance, so you can create a Doplus
flle, execute the command, and leave.
When you return you will find the work
done and the reports ready.

Doplus cao schedule and run an entlre
night's work and have the results wait
ing for you in the morning. Anythlng
that can be done by keyboard can be
done automatlcally by Doplus ... you can
leave your computer to run itself.

Runs on Models Il, 12 and 16 wlth
TRSDOS: Compatible with other Micron
packages. $150.00

MICRON, INC.
10045 Waterford Drive
Ellicott City, MD 21043
(301) 461·2721

of the computer where it won't be dis
turbed. The glass door allows oper
ators to see the drive activity light,
modem status lights, and our
voltmeter without having to open it.

Cool air, drawn through the filters
and the fans, is cleaned and forced
under pressure into the cabinet. Once
the heat is removed from the en
closed equipment, it rises and escapes
from the exhaust slot.

With this arrangement, the hard
drive runs considerably cooler than it
would otherwise. AIso, l haven't had
to clean the drive's filter in several
weeks. My only maintenance involves
cleaning the fan filters every so
often.

When it cornes right down ta it, your
hard drive is a device engineered to
perform a task nothing short of a mir
acle. AlI it asks for in exchange is
sorne simple care and respect. If you
are willing to provide that, you may
weIl find your hard drive is the best
purchase you have made in a long
time. _

l've also been able to cut back dras
tically on our dust problem with the
use of a cheap box fan. Our printers
run nearly eight hours a day. Churn
ing print heads and reams of paper
throw buckets full of dust into the air.
By taping a common furnace filter
onto the back of our floor fan and
allowing it to run constantly, the dust
problem has been signüicantly re
duced.

Backups Are Important
There will always be problems,
whether a control board breaks down
or an operator pushes the wrong but
ton. It is inevitable that data will dis
appear from time to time. We have
discovered through experience that
nothing is worth more than a good
set of backups. TRSDOS users will
find the SAVE and RESTORE utili
ties handle this job nicely. A word of
caution to XENIX users, however.
Do not give in to the temptation of
using the SYSADMIN utility. Stick
to the TSH-shell SAVE routine be
cause restoring a crashed system
from SYSADMIN backups may he
more trouble than starting over from
scratch.

The heads glide precariously above
the whirling platters, and little effort
is required to cause them to crash in
to and damage the coating on the
platter. Never lift, slide, or move an
operating hard drive in any way, un
less you have already made funeral
arrangements weIl in advance.

Once completed, l moved our hard
drive and several accessories into the
cabinet, allowing the drive to sit clear

For those of you who own Radio
Shack system desks, and are current
ly storing your drive on the shelf
above the drawer, it is advised that
you reconsider. Should that drawer
ever close sharply, your payroll and
generalledger may become a thing of
the pasto Shortly, l will explain how l
dealt with that problem.

A Solution To The Problems
l took direct action against these
threats to our data by purchasing a
common stereo cabinet. Once assem
bled, l covered the cabinet's open
back, with the exception of an ex
haust slot near the top, and installed
two small cooling fans near the bot
tom. A sheet of fil ter material was
secured over each fan.

Keep temperatures reasonable as
weIl. The drives were not designed
for use in the Arctic, nor were they
designed for use in the Amazon River
Basin. Generally speaking, if you can
work comfortably in a given location,
so can your computer.

Dust is another factor frequently
overlooked. These seemingly inno
cent particles are terribly destructive
to precision computer equipment,
and aIl steps taken to minimize the
threat are weIl spent. Keep your
drive's air filter clean because dirt
will seep into the machine if the filter
clogs. AIso, a drive that can't
"breathe" properly will overheat. At
best, your data will disappear. At
worst, the damage to the drive will be
permanent.

Environmental factors are also very
important. Keep the telephone, type
writer, and electric fan off of the
drive's cabinet. Virtually aIl electric
devices generate a magnetic field of
sorne intensity, and the risk of losing
your boot track or directories is not
worth it.
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Programming By Burt Reany

ISAM FILES:
RECOVERY &RESTORATION
Have you ever been processing the

final monthly ron against your
Indexed master files of a Compiler
BASIC or COBOL application pack
age and seen that glorious cancel
lation message that says your master
file has a bad index?

Once your indices are found to be in
consistent, your programs can no
longer open the master file to pro
duce a sequential backup master, or
provide inquiry against any of the file
records.

Judicious backup procedures can ease
the pain of file recovery, but who can
forget the time it took 18 hours to
isolate and re- enter the input needed
to update the backup file?

BASIC Recovery Program
It seemed to me that a less time
consuming solution was in order, so l
wrote a BASIC utility program (Pro
gram A) that parses the damaged
!SAM (Indexed Sequential Access
Method) master file for its control
information so that it can scan the In
dexed file for logical data records,
and then creates a sequential backup
data file of the recovered records.

If you're using a COBOL program,
first you'll need to ron the BASIC
utility program. Then run the
COBOL restoration utility program
(Program B), a simple program
skeleton which, when modified in the
SELECT and FD record layouts with
data displayed by the BASIC
recovery program, will restore the
Indexed data file.

The BASIC recovery utility program
looks at the control blocks of the
damaged ISAM master file and dis
plays the number of index key fields
in each master record, together with
the length and displacement in the
record of each key field. The logical
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BASIC and COBOL utility programs for
the RSBASIC user, and users ofRS()OBOL

or TRS-80 Ryan-McFarland COBOL.

la REM COBOL ISAM data records occur in the physical rile, prefixed
20 REM by a two-byte length attribute, on 32-byte 'AU' (Allocatable
30 REM Unit) boundaries. LRL is the Logical Record Length of th~
40 REM data record to be recovered.
50 REM * Burt Reany - (412) 543-9385 or 763-9601 (home) *
60 REM (This routine only works for records of less than 4094 bytes LRL)
70 REM (You must respond with the actual LRL for it to find your records)
80 REM
90 PRINT - Recovery Routine for Crashed Cobol Isam Files.·
100 PRINT - (Works on Basic or Cobol Indexed Data Files)-
110 PRINT - •
120 PRINT • (You must enter the actual logical record length·
130 PRINT • for it to be able to find your data records)-
140 PRINT • -
150 INPUT • Which input data file? -,FILE$
160 TREE'=65533!
170 LINKI=65534!
180 OPEN ·O·,l,PILE$,1
190 FIELD 1,1 AS A$
200 FOR 1"'1 TO 2
210 GET l, I
220 IF ASC(A$)=255 GOTO 240
230 PRINT - (Probably not an Indexed file - please check file name
240 NEXT 1
250 INPUT - Which output data file? ·,OOT$
260 PRINT • •
270 GET 1,5
280 LRL.=(32 * (ASC(A$)-1»-2
290 PRINT • MIN LOG RECORD LENGTH = - ;LRL'
300 LRL.=(32 * ASC(A$»-2
310 GET 1,3
320 PKL'=(32*ASC(A$»+1
330 GET l,PKL'
340 PRL.=ASC (A$)
350 GET 1,PKL'+1
360 PRL'=PRL.+(256*ASC(A$»
370 PRINT - MAX LOG RECORD LENGTH = -,LRL'
380 PRINT - (Probable LRL) '" -;PRL'
390 INPUT - LOGICAL RECORD LENGTH = -;LRL'
400 IF LRL'>3 GOTO 430
410 PRINT -*ERROR* - Length tao small
420 GOTO 390
430 GET 1,31
440 KEY'=ASC(A$)
450 OPEN -O-,2,OUT$,LRL'+1
460 FIELD 2,LRL'+1 AS B$
470 PRINT - NUMBER OF KEYS = -,KEY'

".
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Mter an AU is filled out, any space
remaining is not used by the system,
meaning that a User Data Record of
31 to 62 charaeters will fit in two
AUs, but a 63 character record will
require three AUs for each record.
Thus, a 62 character record requires
64 characters of file space per data
record, but a 63 character data
record requires 96 characters per
data record, a considerable waste of
precious file space.

Header Record
The Header Record, containing pri
mary control for the file, is the first
set of AUs on the !SAM master file.
The fields contained are as follows:

User Data Records
When each User Data Record is ad
ded to the ISAM master file, it is
prefixed with a two-byte binary
length attribute field. This prefix is in
Least Significant-Most Significant
format. Thus, a 90-character User
Data Record will be prefixed by two
bytes with a value of hex 5AOO.

The BASIC recovery utility program
assigns as many contiguous AUs as
necessary to hold the User Data
Record with its prefix when the
record is created. Thus, the recovery
program can step through the ISAM
master file, look at the first two bytes
of each AU for a record length at
tribute equal t6 the user's logical
record length (LRL), and identify the
User Data Records. When an AU
containing the LRL in the first two
positions lS discovered, the LRL
number of bytes is read; a hex OA is
added after the last User Data
Record character, and these
(LRL + 1) characters are written to
an output sequential master data file.

The ISAM Master Flle
There are four types of objects in the
!SAM master file: (1) User Data
Records; (2) Header (two or more
AUs at the file start); (3) Index Trees
(each node is 16 AUs in length); and
(4) Linked Lists.

When a new object record is needed
in the file to store data, the BASIC
recovery utility program adds as
many new AUs as necessary to hold
the object at the end of the existing
file. (Evacuated AUs, in which the
data has been deleted, may be re
issued if they are available.)

The key to the operation of the
BASIC recovery utility lies in the for
mat of ISAM files, which are used
both by Compiler BASIC and Ryan
McFarland COBOL. ISAM files are
direct files, or fixed length record
(FLR) files, which use a special for
mat to overlay the FLR records.

re-written in Compiler BASIC, if the
file has a single ISAM key field; but if
it has more than one key field, only a
COBOL mulit-key program will
restore it.)

With this information, it isn't difficult
to modify the skeleton of the COBOL
restoration utility program, which
then re-creates your !SAM master
file from the recovered sequential
file.

record length is then isolated and
displayed.

480 FOR SUBA = 1 TO KEY'
490 GET 1,19+(SUBA*14}
500 PRINT - -
510 PRINT - KEY NUMBER; -,SUBA
520 PRINT - (LENGTB) -,ASC(AS}
530 GET 1,21+(SOBA*14}
540 PRINT - (OISPLACEMENT) -,ASC(A$)
550 NEXT SUBA
560 PRINT - -
570 REM
580 PI=1
590 ZS=--
600 PA'=32*P'
610 PA'=PAl+l
620 GET l,PAl
630 P'=PI+l
640 IF EOF(l) TBEN GOTO 890
650 IRL'=ASC (AS)
660 GET 1
670 IRLI=IRLI+l256 * ASClAS»
680 IF IRL'=TREE' TBEN PI=P.+15: GOTO 600
690 IF IRL'=LINK' TUEN GOTO 600
700 IF IRLI=LRLI TBEN 710 ELSE 600
710 GET 1
720 REM IF AS=-S· TBEN 730 ELSE 600
730 PRINT AS;
740 REM lThis is the remains of an edit routine to further
750 REM identify valid data records.)
760 ZS=--
770 Z$=Z$+AS 
780 FOR 1=1 TOLRL.,...1
790 GET 1
800 PRINT AS;
810 ZS=Z$+A$
820 NEXT 1
830 PRINT -*EOR*
840 Z$=Z$+CBRS(lO)
850 LSET BS=ZS
860 PUT 2
870 P'=INT(LOCll)/32)+1
880 GOTO 600
890 CLOSE 1,2
900 END

Since the BASIC recovery utility pro
vides the key information needed to
reconstruet the ISAM file, the pro
gram can also be used to restore
ISAM master files of COBOL Ap
plication Packages which do not
include the source code for the For ISAM work, the FLR records are
programs. arbitrarily divided into 32- byte

blocks called Assignable Units (AUs).
(For those of you who enjoy a The control, index, and user data
challenge, the BASIC recovery utility records on the file are kept separate
could also be written in COBOL. The from one another by storing each
COBOL restoration program c~_n_be__r_e_c_o_rd_t--=yp-=-e_in__an__in_d_iv_i_d_u_a_l_A_U---;.

i
F
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Llnked List Records
Linked List Records are identified by
a hex FEFF in the first two bytes.
These objects don't seem to have an
easily detectable length attribute
that allows the recovery program to
skip to the start of the next object.

1.) Node Count Word (Hex FDFF)
2.) Number of keys in this node
3.) Left Pointer
4.) Data Pointer*
5.) Key Value*
6.) Right Pointer*
*Repeated for each key

Index Tree Records
The Index Tree Records are the ac
tuaI index fields used to find and
retrieve the User Data Records in a
random read. Because the Index Tree
Records are all16 AUs in length, the
BASIC recovery program skips these
16 AUs when an Index Tree is iden
tified.

If the ISAM file has only one key, the
Header is only one AU in length. If
the ISAM file has more than one key,
fields 13 through 16 are repeated for
each of the alternate keys, making
the Header record more than 1 AU in
length. In our example dump of a
dummy file (created by opening an
output !SAM file and closing it with
out creating any user data records)
the values are parsed and explained.
See Figure 1.

1.) Header code word (Hex FFFF)
2.) Number of AUs of Header
3.) Number of AUs for each User

Data Record
4.) Head of Free Node List
5.) Number of Free Nodes
6.) Head of Free Record List
7.) Number of Free Records
8.) Head of Free Duplicate Block

List
9.) Number of Free Duplicate

Blocks
10.) Next Free AU
11.) Flag Word
12.) Number of User Key Fields per

record
13.) Key Length*
14.) Key Offset (Number of bytes

from the 1st byte of the User
Data Record to the start of the
Key Field)*

15.) Index Tree Height*
16.) Root of Index Tree*
17.) Next Available Stamp Number
*Repeated for each key

1

1
1...

Uses only 8.5K of memory.
Since our first version

went on the market in 1980.
we've condensed and refined it
into a compact, easy-to-use
system enjoyed by thousands
of users.

Besides the standard Digital
Research CP/M manual,
you'll get the 250-page manual
we've deve10ped through our
long experience in adapting
CP/M to Radio Shack com
puters. Our manual has lots
of examples and an index
and glossary.

You'll have your first working
disk in ten minutes.

Yes! Send me free information

Use any printer.
Instead of being chained to
Radio Shack hardware, you'lI
be able to add a video terminal,
any printer (seriai or parallel)
and several Winchester
hard disk drives with storage
up to 80 megabytes.

2,000 new programs for your
TRS·80® 12.

CP/M is the runaway
leader in disk operating
systems, but until now owners
of Radio Shack computers
have been locked out of the
thousands of useful programs
that operate on CP/M.

Now you can put the power
of CP/M into your Radio
Shack TRS-BO II, 12, or 16,
and be able to use ail the
popular and usefui software
and hardware-that has been
previously out of your reach.

Only $200.
The floppy disk version of

Pickles & Trout CP/M is $200.
The hard disk versions (for
Tandy, Corvus, and Cameo) are
$250. except for the multi-user J
Cameo. which is $400.

••••••••••

TRS'HO' Radio ShacklTandy Corporation. CP/Mo Digital Research.
Pickles & Trout" Pickles & Trout. iD 19H3 Pickles & Troul

1 about CP/M for.Radio Shack.

Name _

1 Address------------

1
City----- State__ Zip---

Phone _
or send us your business cardo1 Pickles & Trout®, P.O. Box 1206, Goleta.
CA 93116 (805)685-4641

III ••••••••
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APPLIANCE DEALERS

• Inventory
• Extended Warranty Management
• POS Invoicing

Bid card mailings

SeRI,Ine.
P.O. Box 1713
Hatticsburg, MS 39401
Telephone 16(1) 545-1680
TELEX 585400 SCRI US HATI

CABLE: SCRI US

General business

We have an excellent word processing
system built around the BASIC editor
with Snapp extensions. If your fingers
keep confusing you with too many
editors, this is for you.

Mail list creation and merging is also
part of this system. We have designed
data bases for the following
applications:

ARCHITECTURAL OFFICES

• Proiect Monitoring
• Activity Reporting
• Cash Flow Analysis

INDUSTRY SPECIFIC
SOFTWARE

FOR
TRSDOS/XENIX/CP-MI

MS-DOS SYSTEMS

PUBLIC FINANCE COMPANIES

• Contract Calculation/Printing
• AIR Processing
• Compliance Reporting

WORD PROCESSING
WITH

MAIL LIST MERGING

International
addresses

Sales lead
processing

Mailings to 4000
names

Churches Family directory
Contact: <SIS) Computer Software

3669 Central Parkway
Cincinnati OH 45223
Telephone 513-559-0641

General
contractors

Exporters
importers

Sales agents

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.
77 ISAM-MSTR-FILENAME PIC X(20) VALUE -WTSMSTR/DTA-.
77 MSTRSEQ-PILENAME PIC X(20l VALUE -WTSMSTRlSEQ-.
01 IO-CHECK.

000100*01 IO-CHECK-STATUS-BYTES.
000125 88 lO-IS-SUCCESS VALUE -00- -02-.
000150 88 IO-IS-DUPLICATE VALUE "02- - 22 -.
000155 88 IO-IS-SEQ-ERR VALUE -21- .
000160 88 IO-IS-NOT-FOUND VALUE - 23 ft.

000165 88 IO-IS-BOUNDARY VALUE "24 -.
88 IO-IS-GENERAL-INVALID VALUE - 90 -.
88 10-IS-GENERAL-UNOPENED VALUE "91" .
88 IO-IS-GENERAL-UNCLOSED VALUE - 92 -.
88 IO-IS-GENERAL-UNAVAILABLE VALUE - 93".
88 IO-IS-GENERAL-BAD-OPEN VALUE - 94-.
88 IO-IS-GENERAL-BAD-DEVICE VALUE -95- •
88 IO-IS-ÇENERAL-BAD-POINTER VALUE -96-,
88 IO-IS-GENERAL-BAD-LENGTH VALUE -97 -,
88 IO-IS-GENERAL-BAD-INDEX VALUE - 98-.
88 IO-IS-GENERAL-REC-LOCKED VALUE -99-.

000175 03 1O-CHECK-1 PIC X.
000200 88 IO-IS-AT-END VALUE "1" •
000225 88 lû-IS-INVALID VALUE .. 2·.
000250 88 IO-IS-PERMANENT-ERR VALUE - 3",
000275 88 IO-IS-GENERAL-ERR VALUE - 9-,
000300 03 IO-CHECK-2 PIC X.

*

SELECT MSTRSEQ ASSIGN TO INPUT-OUTPUT MSTRSEQ-FILENAME
ORGANIZATION IS SEQUENTIAL
ACCESS 1S SEQUENTIAL
FILE STATU5 t5 IO-CHECK.

SELECT ISAM-MSTR ASSIGN TO RANDOM ISAM-MSTR-FILENAME
ORGANIZATION IS INDEXED
ACCESS IS RANDOM
RECORD KEY IS ISAM-Ol-lO
ALTERNATE RECORD KEY IS ISAM-4l-46

WITH DUPLICATES
ALTERNATE RECORD KEY IS ISAM-51

WITH DUPLICATES
FILE 5TATUS 15 IO-CHECK.

*

IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.
PROGRAM-ID. RSTRISAM.
AUTHOR. BURT REANY.

***************************.*************************r.***********
* This routine cestoces an ISAM master file to disk fcom *
* the sequential output file ereated by the BASIC ISAM *
* file reeovecy utility. The 'SELECT' statement and the: *
* record layout must be revised for each file, ta agree *
* with the data pcovided on the recovery cun seceen. *
*.**.******************~*****.************************ .***********

*
ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.
CONFIGURATION SECTION.
SOURCE-COMPUTER. TRS-80-l6.
OBJECT-COMPUTER. TRS-80-16.
INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.
FILE-CONTROL.

*

DATA DIVISION.
PlLE SECTION.
FD ISAM-MSTR

LABEL RECORDS ARE STANDARD.
01 ISAM-REC.

03 ISAM-OI-I0 PIC X(l0) .
03 FILLER PIC X(30) .
03 ISAM-41-46 PIC X(06) .
03 FILLER PIC XXXX.
03 ISAM-S1 PIC X.
03 FILLER PIC X(49) .

*
*

FD MSTRSEQ
LABEL RECORDS ARE STANDARD.

01 MSTRSEQ-REC PIC XUOO).

*

*

*
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-

The BASIC recovery program ig
nores the first AU of the Linked List
object and continues its search with
the start of the next sequential AU.

Because the next AU may still be
within the Linked List object, the
first two bytes of the AU may have a
value equal to the record length being
sought. The BASIC recovery pro
gram will then write a spurious entry
to the output sequential file, and may
miss a legitimate User Data Record.
Further editing of the data located in
the suspected Data Record can re
solve this problem. (If anyone has fur
ther dues into the nature of this
beast, please let me know.)

-- -
NOW AVAILABLE!

-

PROCEDURE DIVISION.
HOUSEKEEPING.

OPEN INPUT HSTRSEQ.
OPEN OUTPUT ISAM-HSTR.

READ-CYCLE.
READ HSTRSEQ INTO 'ISAM-REC

AT END GO TO ABANDON-SRIP.
WRITE ISAM-REC

INVALID KEY PERFORM NULL-ROUTINE.
GO TO REAn-CYCLE.

ABANDON- SB I P•
CLOSE HSTRSEQ.
CLOSE ISAM-MSTR.
STOP RUN.

NULL-ROUTINE.
DISPLAY ISAM-OI-IO, ., io-check = ., IO~CHECK..

.-,.

-- -
1

PROFESSIONALSOFTWARE TRS·8Q® MODEL Il & 16

BASIC CROSS REFERENCE. SAVE HOURS' $59.99*
• SEE USED LINE .·s/NAMES AT A GLANCE • PRODUCES NICE PROGRAM LISTING
• OTHER OPTIONS INCLUDE MAKING NEW PROGRAMS, DROPPING REMARKS.

DISK SORT 20FOR HARD DISK ORFLOPPIES. NEW' UPT01S+% FASTER $119.95*
TRSDOS' 2.0a & 4.1 COMPATIBLE. FILL IN THE BLANKS & GO TO IT.
WILL SORT ANY RANDOM FILE. OUTPUT OPTIONS: TAGS, TAGS & KEYS, OR COMPLETE FILE.
1,000 REC's. SORTING 15 BYTES, INCLUDING ALL DISK 1/0 =2 MIN. 33 SEC's (FLOPPY)
HARD DISK IS MUCH FASTER' NON·STOP JOB STREAM EXECUTION.

CUSTOM PROGRAMMING/SYSTEMS DESIGN

GOOD·LYDDON DATA SYSTEMS
5486 RIVERSIDE DR.• CHINO. CA 91710 • (714) 980·4563--- - ---

Limitations of the Program
Several observations should be made
to explain the limitations of this
recovery program. RSBASIC, unlike
COBOL, does not require the value of
the key field of the User Data Record
to appear in the User Data Record
itself. This program requires that the
key field appear in the User Data
Record. (A modification to scan the
Index Tree for the keys and read the
associated User Data Record will be
required ifyour files use this feature.)

1
1

-
M/C VISA

ACCEPTED.

- -

DOC. ONLY $10.00
DEDUCTIBLE ON
PURCHASE

-------- --

'PLUS POSTAGE AND HANDLING. PRICES SUBJECT ra CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

TRS·BO & TRSDOS
ARE REGISTERED
TRADEMARKS OF
TANDY CORP.- -

Model 2, 12, or 16 (Mod 2 mode)

Redesign Profilè Databases
(without losing existing data)

The screen display of the User Data
Record will help identify any invalid
sequential output data records found
by the program. These can then be
removed from the sequential file
before the restoration by standard
edit programs.

From thls •••
FIRST NAME:

LAST NAME:
ADDRESS:

CITY:
STATE:

ZIP:
PHONE:

John
Wi Il iams
355 West Elm
New Yorl,
NY.
11111111111.
616-892-1122.

ta thls •••
NAME'

ADDRESS:
CITY, ST:

9-DIGIT ZIP,
RATE:

AREA CODE:
PHONE:

Wi Il iams, John
355 West Elm
New York, NY
11111111111

15.111111.
616.
892-1122.

The data records output to the se
quential backup file were in sequence
somewhat by the time they were en
tered in files with low delete activity.
Deleted records are sometimes re
used when new records are added, so
this is never certain.

ln Just mlnutesl

Are VOU "Iocked in" to a Profile Il or Profile Plus database structure
that no longer serves your needs? Do vou need to shorten or lengthen
fields, add new fields, delete old fields, or join several fields together?

Now, with our TRANSPRO File Transfer Utility, vou can set up your
"dream" database and fill it wlth your exlsting data at assembly-
language speed! .

No programming necessary! Simply tell TRANSPRO which fields of
your original database go to which fields of your new database. Fields
can be different lengths and can even be in different segments.

Sorting the output sequential backup
file into primary key sequence before
restoring the ISAM file will reduce
the filespace for the ISAM file but
will increase the time required for a
random lookup, because the Index
Tree will have only one level. Sorting
the file on a non-key field, which will
randomize the primary key, will re
suIt in a slightly larger, but much
faster, random lookup ISAM file.

$125 CHECK. M.O.• VISA. MASTER

Order today for
immediate shipment!

355 Government St, Roanoke, AL 36274 (205) 863-4006
·Proflle Il end Profile Plus Ire trademarks of Th. Sm.1I Computer Co., Ine., lIeensed to Tandy Corp.

Note that the addresses mentioned in
these pointers are AU numbers,
which conserve address space on the
ISAM file. _
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ABC D
00000oo fCff 0300 0400 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000

E F
0000020 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0400 0000 0300

G H J
0000040 0.00 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0610

K L M
000006O 2800 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0110 3200

0000100 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000

HEADER RECORD DUMP

A. Data Addresses (Odal)
B. Header Code Word (identifies start of Headel' Record)
C. Header Length (will oc:c::upy three AU.)
D. User Data Record Length (95-126 charaders long)
E. NeIl Free AU (the DeX! AU added to the me ",;11 he AU 14)
F. Nwnber of User Key. (each User Record bas three indued key fields)
G. Primary Key Length (ten charaders long; no duplicate values al·

lowed)
H. Primary Key Displacement (the primary key is displaeed 0 bytes trom

the record slart)
J. Secondary Key Length (six charadera long; duplicates allowed)
K. Secondary Key Displaeement (The secondary key has a di.placement

of 40: charaders 41-46)
L. Tertiary Key Length (ODe characler long: duplicates allowed)
M. Terliary Key Displacement (The tertiary key îs displaced 50 bytes;

character 51)

PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

CLIENT WRITE·UP PROGRAM

MODEL W12/16
TRSDOS

CPA CREATEO

GENERATE5 JOURNAL.
LEDGER. BALANCE SHEET.

P & L STATEMENT. CHANGE
IN FINANCE CONDITION. ETC.

AFTER-THE-FACT OR
INTEGRATED PAYROLL.

AUTOMATIC DEBITS AND
CREDITS (NO INDEXING THE

MINUS KEY). MULTIPLE
FINANCIAL STATEMENT
PRINTtNG (UNLIMITED).

PRieE: $79&.00
MANUAL: S 10.00

BIRCH SOFTWARE
1304 BURKE ROAD

WEST CHESTER. PA 19380
215/696·0635

Figure 1
Exemple of e Headar Record Dump

CLEAR THE SCREEN ROUTINE FOR XENIX
By Richard A, Bllancla

No tree heights or root addresses are shawn sinee no records have been
created. A dump of one of your smallest ISAM files will give you a fuller
example of the spectrum of records supported.

In the May/June 1984 issue of Ad·
vanced Computing, in his article en
titled 'The Scenery in XENIX Part
Il,'' John Esak ""rites: '1 would love ta
hear how 1.0 clear the sereen (rom the
keyboard. <CTRL> L is close but no
cigar. If anyone knows how, other
than writing a C program for cursor
control, pleasc let me know,"

OK, John, here it is:

Enter this program using Vi.

~STERMin<ENTER>
<tab>VTlOO) <ENTER>

JULYfAUGUS'r 1984

<tabXtab>echo "<'VXESC>I2J"
<tabXtab>exit 0;;
<tab>')
<tabXtab>echo I«AVX"L>"
<tabXtab>erit 0;;
esac

Save the file as CLS in lusr/bin. Do a
chmod 1.0 make it e:tecutable. And 1.0
use it, type CLS.

This program works assuming rou
are using the console. a DT·l ter
minal emulating an ADOS 25, or a
OEC VT100 terminal. _

COMPUTER
COMPATIBILITY

PROBLEMS?
File Conversion Services

Convert your software or data files
from one computer for use on another
computer.

• TRS·8ü Models Ill. 4.11. 12, 16
• IBM and Qlher Microcompulcrs

• Most Mini/Mainframe Computers

• Diskeuc - Magnetic Tape
• Diskene _ Diskelle

The Glimpse Corporation

I05A ûrom>co Street

Alexandria. VA 22314

(703) 836-6800

Wl!' .'-fakL SmaJ/ Computl!'rs Produu!



Software By Robert P. VanNatta

SPREADSHEETS COMPARED,
CP/M PLUS INTRODUCED

If gou work with numbers, and have a
computer, consider buying one of these
CP/M based spreadsheets: SuperCale2
CaleStar, or Perfeet Calc. AIso, take ~
sneak peek at Radio Shaek's CP/M Plus.

VisiCalc, originally written for the
Apple, introduced the world to

spreadsheets. Almost singlehanded
ly, it brought the Apple computer in
to the offices of this country. More
than one pundit has insisted that the
Apple computer is a VisiCalc acces
sory; l tend to agree. Ultimately,
VisiCalc migrated to the Radio Shack
computers, but only under control of
TRSDOS.

No VlslCale for CP/M
Conspicuously, VisiCale did not mi
grate to CP/M-based equipment be
cause, it has been said, its video func
tions did not lend themselves to
generic CP/M installation.

This is easy to believe because CP/M
~ lacks a good, standard way to man

age a video screen quickly. Some
CP/M compatible computers, inc1ud
ing the now defunct IMSAI, and the
functionally similar Models II112/16,
have had the hardware capability of
direct video access, but this has been
largely unsupported due to a lack of
industry standards. CP/M was writ
ten with the benefit of a Teletype for
a terminal, and contains no standard
ized calls to directly access the tube.

VisiCale didn't make it to CP/M leav
ing an opportunity for the so-~alled
"Visi-clones." SuperCalc, one of the
Visi-clones, has been the spreadsheet
for CP/M computers. It is certainly
not alone in the market, but appears
to be well entrenched.

Controversy has surrounded VisiCalc
recently because of disagreements
between its owners and marketers
ove! the responsibility for failure to
materially improve the product over
the years. In comparison, Super
Cale2, available for CP/M 80, CP/M
86, and MSDOS computers, has been
enhanced. It is not SuperCale3 or
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LOTUS 1-2-3, which are quite dif
ferent products, but it is still an im
proved spreadsheet.

Ifyou work with numbers, and have a
computer, consider buying one of
these CP/M based spreadsheets:
SuperCale2, CalcStar, or Perfeet
Cale. Functionally, all three spread
sheets work similarly; however there
are differences. Overall cell capacity
is a reasonable measure of spread
sheet power because it is the one
thing that does vary widely.

CaleStar
CalcStar from MicroPro, widely
distributed with a number of com
puters (most recently Kaypro), is the
sure loser when it comes to cell ca
pacity. Older versions (1.2) allowed
only about 470 cells to be used. The
current version reportedly has some
what more capacity, but even if it has
doubled, it is barely up ta SuperCalc2
standards.

l don't care much for CalcStar,
although it meets all the criteria for
an acceptable program. It works, and
it has been widely distributed. Its
conventi~nsfor data entry, however,
vary radically from SuperCale2 and
Perfect Cale and are, at least to me
inconvenient. CalcStar has its sup~
porters, but l don't think they like it
for its horsepower.

SuperCale2
SuperCalc2, from Sorcim, is in the
middle between CalcStar and Per-

fect Calc in terms of cell capacity. The
original SuperCale supported about
1200 entries with Pickles and Trout
CP/M, and as many as 1900 using
ATON bankswitched CP/M. Super
Cale2 can support about 970 entries
for P & T and 1430 for ATON. These
capacity figures are relative because
the amount of memory consumed by
any one cell depends on its contents.

It can be menu installed for P & T
CP/M and can be installed following
the step-by-step instructions fur
nished by ATON for use with ATON
CP/M. By using ATON CP/M with
bankswitching, SuperCalc2's capaci
ty is increased one and one-half
times, quite important if your task
pushes the limits ofyour spreadsheet.

If you are using P & T 2.2m, consider
removing every module you can
spare, because each module retained
directly and adversely affects the
performance of any of these spread
sheets, most particularly SuperCale2
and CaleStar as they are memory
bound.

Disk drive performance is irrelevant
when evaluating SuperCale2's perfor
mance since it does everything in
core.

It has its irritations, however. The
folks who wrote SuperCalc2 (and
CalcStar) forgot some features taken
for granted in a word processing pro
gram. The four arrow keys chase the
cursor around the screen, period.
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Things such as page up/down just
aren't there. To move 20 lines you
must either use the GOTO routine or
push the arrow key 20 times.

The ability ta sort a row or column is
the principal difference between the
original SuperCalc and SuperCalc2;
Perfect Cale and CalcStar can't sort.
The priee you pay for the sort facility
is a noticeable reduction in the total
number of cells which may be used.

SuperCalc2 is a solid and acceptable
product with a good reputation for
reliability. 1ts user interface could be
improved with sorne sereen serolling
commands, but it's possible to live
without them.

Pertect C.lc
Recause it uses a file swapping rou·
tine permitting portions of the sheet
ta be written out ta a work file called
the "swap file," Perfect Cale is the
king of eapaeity. Although nearly
3000 cells may be active, this capacity
is mostly theoretical.

do good number processing pro·
grams. Perfect Calc understood this
and provided them. Beyond the four
arrow keys of SuperCalc2 and
CalcStar, Perfect Calc supports nu
merous controis including sereen up,
sereen down, seron left, seroll right,
and every other kind of a sereen and
cursor movement command you can
think of. Perfect Cale not only sup
ports multiple windows, but also
multiple files.

Feature-wise, Perfect Cale is the
handsdown winner. If it only worked!
The occasional crashes, lockups, and
data losses that sometimes occur
with Perfect Calc, coupled with the
its slowness, have to be balanced
against its ingenious design. Perhaps
the newer versions have cured the
outright bugs. There is no fix,
however, for the lack of specd, and
that is my biggest frustration.

1 will continue ta use Perfect Cale,
because 1 am willing to deal with
somewhat temperamental programs;
but, when suggesting one to someone

else, r lean toward a more conser
vative ehoice, SuperCalc2.

Spre.daheet Conclu.lon
If you get the feeling that the ulti
mate spreadsheet has yet ta be writ
ten, you are probably correct. It
never will be written for an S-bit
system. There is no way ta get ail the
code necessary la support ail the fea
tures a spreadsheet should have, ta
gether with ail those numbers, inta
64K of memory. Today's state-of-the
art number processing programs run
on IBM PC and Tandy 2000 MS-DOS
versions. Tomorrow's will run on pro
cessors that don't insist on 64k seg
ments; then, and only then, will we
see a major break-through in spread
sheet capabilities.

A spreadsheet running on a MC68000
for a single user installation with
about 500k of memory would provide
both the space and horseJX>wer ta do
a very nice job.

Sad as it may seem, spreadsheets
never have and never will sell the

..

1 bash my computer any time a pro
gram makes me wait for il. Perfect
Cale has generated far more than its
fair share of bash marks on my com
puter. Floppy disks fail ta provide a
sufficiently high data transfer rate ta
make the virtual memory concept
very useful. Perfeet Cale is the
slowest of the three spreadsheets;
when the work file is rewritten every
time you move ta a new cell, the
delays are maddening.

Perfect Cale has ail the features that
either SuperCale2 or CaleStar has,
except one··a reputation for reliabili
ty.

One prominent bug in Perfect Cale
version 1.00 is the mverse video
facility. On ail Il/12/16 implementa
tions, exeept Lifeboat 2.24d, it goes
crazy. Perfect Cale will, of course,
work without highlighting, but who
wants a spreadsheet without high
lighting?

Perfect Cale presents the best un
derstanding of what a spreadsheet
ought to be. Specifically, the folks at
Perfect Cale recognized that a
spreadsheet is a number processing
program. Good word processing pro
grams have a great number of sereen
and eursor manipulation controis; 50
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M{lUI: LS ... 1~. Hl
TRS/C C COMPILER

Full K&R with source to the
function library. UNIX
compatible $85.00

ZSPF EDITOR
SPF, the choice of most
mainframe programmers, is
now available for zao machines.
And it's panel driven so you
can customize H! $75.00

EDBAS
A full-screen editor for your
BASIC programs. Insert, block
move, copy, etc. Write BASIC,
but write it painlessly! $55.00

Write or cali for information on other TRS-SO software.
ln the Continental U.S. 800-227·2400 Ex·957 'ii',,"m-

In California only 800·772-2666 Ex·957 _
TRSDOS and TRS·5O are trat!emalks 01 Tandy Corp_

business utility saftwilre
ID!I minna ste 4i!3 san franl:iSI:D I:a !l41D5



CP/M PLUS INTRODUCED
II/12/16line, whose forte is numerous
high-capacity disk drives. Spread
sheets need lots of memory and good
video characteristics, but very little
disk space. If you compare the disk to
memory ratio of the 2000 to· the
II/12116, you will understand what l
am saying. CP/M based spreadsheets
are available because many people
use CP/M and want spreadsheets.
Many II/12/16 computers run spread
sheets, but this doesn't mean they are
the ultimate machine to manage
numbers in almost any fashion im
aginable.

l have whined about the finite capaci
ty of aIl of these spreadsheets, but
confess my complaints are exag
gerated. If each of these programs
handled 10,000 cells without difficul
ty, l would gripe because they didn't
handle 20,000.

l recognize that most of the time,
most people write routines using only
a few hundred cells for their spread
sheets. However, because l consider
performance at the outer limits
worthwhile, testing these three pro
grams with only 150 active cells is
worthless. Therefore l run around
blowing up number processing pro
grams by cramming thousands of
numbers into them, and insulting
word processing programs by hook
ing them onto 500k files.

CaleStar Is avallable from:
MleroPro International

Corporation
33 San Pablo Avenue
San Rafael, CA 94903

415/499·1200

Priee: $195.00

Perfeet Cale Is avallable from:
Perfeet Software, Ine.
1001 Camelia Street
Berkeley, CA 94710

415/524·1926

Priee: $249.00

SuperCale2 Is avallable from:
SORCIM Corporation
2195 Fortune Drive
San Jose, CA 95131

408/942·1727

Priee: $295.00

CP/M Plus
As l write this article, CP/M Plus has
arrived at my local Shack store; 1am,
therefore, going to smuggle a few
comments about it into this review.
CP/M Plus arrived on 3 floppy disks,
one labeled banked, one labeled un
banked, and a conversion disk con
taining utility programs. The un
banked worked immediately when
plugged in, so l have played with it a
few hours, and have already acquired
sorne likes and dislikes. The banked
version requires sorne hardware
modifications neither 1 nor Radio
Shack have.

Unbanked Version
Three absolute bombshells come with
CP/M Plus at no extra charge. The
first problem involves getting the
operating system, which cornes on a
single-sided disk, onto a double-sided
disk. Format the two-sided disk using
the FORMAT option of COPYDISK,
then select the COPY SYSTEM
TRACKS ONLY option and move the
system tracks to the two-sided disk.
If you attempt the COPY ALL op
tion, you will crash because the media
is incompatible. Exit COPYDISK and
complete moving files with PIP.

Even this, however, is easier said
than done. Two very critical files on
the distribution disk have the
SYSTEM attribute set, meaning they
are invisible on the directory (and to
PIP). In order to get the job done,
you must not only understand how to
use PIP, but also understand how to
use PIP TOGGLES. SpecificaIly, use
the R toggle:

PIP B:=A:*.* [R]

The alternative would be using the
SET routine (formerly part of STAT)
to remove the SYSTEM status of
these files before the move.

If this seems incredibly complex, it is.

The second problem involves the lIO
byte. As is common with CP/M, the
distribution disk cornes with the
LIST device set to the parallel port,
which is what you want if you have a
parallel printer. If you have a seriaI

printer, use the DEVICE routine to
redirect the LIST output to the seriaI
port.

The exit routine to the SETUP utility
has a SAVE ATTRIBUTES option
which is functionally equivalent to
the Pickles and Trout FREEZE.
Thus, if you run the DEVICE utility,
and then follow on with the SETUP
and execute the SAVE AT
TRIBUTES from SETUP, you can
work around the problem.

The most serious problem with the
unbanked version is that it consumes
horribly large amounts of memory.
Under MBASIC 5.21, CP/M Plus re
ports 22584 bytes free as compared
to 31288 for Lifeboat and 37944 for
ATON switched, over 15K less work
space available. On sorne programs,
this is not going to make a difference,
but on a spread sheet it cornes right
out of your capacity. The effective
capacity is about one-half of that
available under ATON switehed, with
P&Tin the middle.

Banked Version
As of May 10, 1984, Fort Worth ad
vised me that a relatively simple
hardware modification kit would
have to be installed in order for the
banked version to work. At that time
there was no stock number, price, or
availability date. They only said the
modification will be available for only
Models 12 and 16b; models II and 16a
will not be supported.

Don't expect a whole lot of informa
tion about CP/M Plus from your local
computer center right away either.
After l was unable to get my banked
version to work, l called two local
computer centers to find out what
hardware l needed for this product.
Neither even knew CP/M Plus ex
isted, let alone how to use it.

This is absolutely incredible when you
consider the documentation has a
March 1983 printing date. Only 35
pages of documentation relate specif
ically to Radio Shack computers. The
model16B and the 15 meg hard drive
had not been invented in March of
1983, and no mention is made of
either piece of equipment. It is not
immediately apparent whether the 15
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First Joad the INSTALL program and find the main ter
minaI menu. Then follow these instructions step by step.
The input is on the left and the explanation is on the right.

INSTALLATION ROUTINE FOR
SUPERCALC2 ON CP/M PLUS

OPERATING SYSTEM.

meg hard drive is supported or not.
You would think the documentation
would rell you what kind of a com
puter is needed to make the software
work, but it doesn't.

J have successfully installed Super
Calc2 using CP/M Plus and it does
work, only its capacity is badly im
paired. !\ custom installation routine
to make ail the features operable is
listed in Appendix A. Selecting the
DEC VT·52 option on the install
menu yields a working version of
SuperCalc2, but neither the high
lighting nor the arrow keys work.
You can readily turn on the
highlighting and define the arrow
keys by entering the custom installa
tion menu using a secret x option
taken from the main installation
menu.

Other Software Installatlona
With respect to other software, 1
briefly tried the full version of
VEDIT, reviewed last issue. Il runs
without re-installation. Wordstar 3.3
will work; however, it does not have a
menu selection for the VT-52, mean
ing you must select the CUSTOM
TERMINAL option and enter the
ESCAPE codes one at a time.

It is my understanding that Veritas
TechnoJogy wrote the BIOS for CP/M
Plus. It should be no surprise that
CP/M 86 on the Veritas DPO board
uses the same disk formats as CP/M
Plus. Likewise, the BIOS dependent
utilities work the same on CP/M Plus
as their CP/M 86 counterparts; even
the bugs are related. For example,
my complaint about the difficulties of
moving the operating system to a
two-sided disk are equally applicable
to CP/M 86, sold for the Veritas DPO.

With respect ta CP/M Plus, 1 have
hardly done it justice in the few days
J had ta look at il. 1 am satisfied at
the moment, however, that the un·
banked version will be less suitable
for most applications than our
familiar variants of CP/M 2.2. The
banked version may he satisfactary,
if it works. 1 wouldn't reformat aIl
Pickles and Trout disks yet.

input
D
1
B
X

N

B
1
Y
2
lB
70
2
Y
2
lB
71
X

C
1
y
SPACE
y
2
Y
UPARROW
y
3
Y
DOWNARROW
y
4
Y
LEFTARROW
y
5
Y
RIGHTARROW
y
X

E
B
1

N
X

explanation
"DEC" TERMINAL OPTION
SUB-OPTION FOR VT-52
GOl'O TERMINALS SCREEN
ENTER CUSTOM MENU
(SECRET COMMAND)
DONT ERASE VALUES

EDIT ATTRIBUTE DA'I'A
SET CURSOR ATTRIBUTE
CHANGE?
TWO BYTES FOLLOW
ESC -INVERSE VIDEO

"p"
CLEAR CURSOR ATTRIBUTE
CHANGE?
TWO BYTES FOLLOW
ESC - NORMAL VIDEO
"q"
EXIT THIS MENU

EDIT INPUT KEYS
CHANGE LEAD IN
YES
SPACE FOR NONE

DO 11'
EDIT UP KEY
YES
PUSH ARROW UP KEY
DOIT
EDI'l' DOWN KEY
YES
PUSH ARROW DOWN
DOIT
EDIT LEFT ARROW
YES
PUSH LEFT ARROW
DO 11'
EDIT RIGHT ARROW
YES!
PUSH RIGHT ARROW
YES
EXIT THIS MENU

EDIT MISCELLANEOUS DATA
CURSOR ATTRIBUTES
THIS SWITCHES ON
HIGHLIGHTING
NO GUARD CHARACTERS
EXIT THIS MENU

F
MODEL 11/12
X
A

CP/M Plu. 1. avallabls trom:
Radio Shaek dl.trlbutors

Priee: $249.00
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EDIT TERMINAL NAME
APPROPRIATE TERMINAL NAME
EXIT THIS MENU
SAVE SELECTION-DONE
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Software By Sherry Symonds

REVIEW OF FOOTNOTE
1mentioned that l had to type a

term paper for a graduate course
to Barbara Albert, Advanced Com
puting editor, who suggested l do so
using WordStar and Pro/Tem Soft
ware, Inc.'s enhancement package,
Footnote. She and l were both anx
ious to see how this nifty program
works in real-life applications since
we had both written too many papers
as English majors where such a pack
age would have been a godsend.

Begin Wlth Basics
The Footnote manual advises to
write the text first and then prepare
the accompanying notes, so after my
paper was written, l read and worked
through the tutorial.

Since l am accustomed to preparing
the notes after the text, l entered
my paper into one WordStar file,
"Anglo.txt," and my footnotes into
another, "Notes.txt." In Anglo.txt, l
typed the symbol "@" at each location
where a footnote number should ap
pear (referred to by Footnote as the
"note calI"). In Notes.txt, l entered a
@ to signify the beginning of each
footnote. The end of each footnote is
signalled by <ENTER> and a blank
line.

(1 used a separate file for text and a
separate file for notes. However, if
your usual method of creation is to in
clude notes and text together, Foot
note can number and format docu
ments created in this manner.)

The Footnote program is menu
driven to make it especially easy to
learn to use. After both text file and
note file were created, l invoked the
Footnote program by typing "fn".
The main menu appeared. The tutori
al advised me that the procedure to
perform after creating the requisite
files is to number the notes both in
the text file and in the notes file (two
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FOOTNOTE"

separate steps), so l selected the
"number" option from the menu.

The Number Routine
During its numbering procedure,
Footnote replaces aIl the @ symbols
in text and notes with a series of
characters,AEATPT. The AE is used
to keep track of each note calI, and
the ATs turn superscript on and off.

After number was finished and l re
turned to the menu, Footnote told me
how many notes had been numbered
in both files. The numbers should
match.

During "number," Footnote saved a
.BAK (backup) file containing my
original file in the event of confusion.
And when working with many notes
and many pages, confusion is a
distinct possibility! The file contain
ing properly numbered footnotes is
Anglo.txt; the original document is
now Anglo.bak.

The Merge Routine
Now it's time to merge the notes and
text files into one. AlI l had to do is
select the "merge" option from the
menu, and sit back and wait.

An examination of the Anglo.txt file
after the program finished showed
that two AYs had been inserted
following the last line of text on a
page. These symbols indicate that
Footnote has added blank lines at the
end of the text portion of each page
to force the footnotes to the bottom
of the page where they belong.

The beginning of the footnote region
is marked by a AR and by a rule line,
and the bottom is marked by a .pa.
The AR is used by Footnote to keep
track of the footnote region; the AR
will not print and the rule line will.
The .pa, the WordStar command to
force a page break, guarantees that
the footnotes will be the last item on
a page.

Mter you have successfully merged
the text and notes files, the notes file
can be deleted; l kept mine in case of
disaster.

Edltlng a Merged Flle
The full potential of Footnote lies not
in its ability to merge a text file and a
notes file, but in its ease of editing
already numbered notes once you're
weIl on your way to a final draft.

Mter revising my introductory para
graph, l refortnatted Anglo.txt by
selecting the "format" option from
the menu.

Adding and deleting notes can be
done in the Anglo.txt file or in sepa
rate text and note files. Because l
was not moving extensive blocks of
text, l chose to add and deIete direct
ly in Anglo.txt. By performing the
necessary additions and deletions in
my text file, l was able to scroll up
and down, ensuring that l dealt with
the correct notes. If you opt to add or
delete via separate files, you'lI have
to save each in WordStar, number
each in Footnote, and then merge.
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The only requirement for adding new
text is to make sure that the new ma
terial is inserted before the hYs used
by the program to mark the end of
text. Any new note calls are marked
by a @. Any additional footnotes are
added in the footnote region; they are
denoted by the usual @.

l returned to the Footnote menu and
selected the "number" option again.
The program numbered all the calls
on a page and thengave each note a
matching number. The bottom left
corner of the screen shows the note
numbers during the numbering pro
cess.

Then Iran "format" again, the utility
that places footnotes in the proper
place at the bottom of the page. This
time through the file, the notes were
removed from Anglo. txt and put into
a temporary work file. The proper lo
cation of the footnotes was com
puted, and the notes were taken out
of the temp file and merged into
Anglo. txt. The screen shows you at
which step in the procedure the pro
gram is working: removing the notes,
formatting the pages, and merging
the pages.

When you must renumber your foot
notes, always enter 1 as the begin
ning note number. l learned the hard
way that Footnote renumbers the en
tire file, beginning to end, and not
just from the point of change to the
end.

Another nice feature of Footnote is
that you can force a page break and
then format the text. l had an in
dented quotation at the top of a page
whose introductory clause was at the
bottom of the previous page. Typing
.pa before the introductory clause
forces a page break once you format
the file. Only the text moves to the
following page; the notes remain at
the bottom of the previous page.

Changlng Options
Everything went smoothly with the
work in Footnote and Anglo.txt until
l tried to print on our NEC Spin
writer 7725; the output looked like
the sound effects for a Batman and
Robin comic.

l wasn't sure which of the three con
trol characters used by Footnote was
incompatible with our version of
WordStar and/or our printer; the
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USERMENU
USER FRIENDLY MENU SYSTEM FOR TRS-aO XENIX

Usermenu allows you to set up cuatomlzed menus for each user of your TRS-XENIX system.
The menu can contain ail programs (up to 31) that you want the user to have access to. Any
application software you currently use or obtain in the fut!Jre can easily be placed on a menu.
No knowledge of Xenlx la requlred.

To make your ayatem more aecure from unauthorlzed uae, you have the option of
having the appropriate menu appear automatically when a user signs on the system. Users will be
logged off the system when they exit from the menu. The user never sees the Xenix prompt and
therefore cannot perform functions which are not on the menu.

Another option allows you to keep an actlvlty log for each user. The log will indicate which
selections are made from the user's menu along with the date and time. The date and time the
user leaves the application is also recorded in the log. Great as an audit trail or for monitoring
application usage.

The menu included with usermenu allows the following functions to be performed by the
superuser (root) without entering Xenix commands:

- add new users to the system - change passwords
-change file protection - remove users, files and directories
-change the system date/time -establish group codes for more security
-enable/disable terminais -backup the system
- install new applications - check free disk space
- shutdown the system - much more

I__S_P_OO_L_U_T_IL_I
SPOOL MANAGEMENT UTILITY FOR TRS-aO XENIX SYSTEMS

Easy to use menu driven program which allows you to manipulate the reports waiting for
printing in the print spooler.

Spoolutil will run on TRS-XENIX systems with at least 256k memory (better performance with
more memory.)

With spoo/util you can:

-suspend/reatart printing
- get "at of reports waiting in print queue
-vlew a spooled report on the screen prior to printing
-cancel printing of unnecessry reports
-print extra coplea of a report (without rerunning the program)
-change the aequence that reports are printed in (print important reports first)
-Ioad any disk file to the spooler for printing (even add page headings)
-suppress printing of 'name banner' page
-clear jammed line printer
- reatart a report from the beginning
-archive reports for printing or reprinting at a later time or date

Requlrea no knowledge of Xenlx commandai

USERMENU $ee SPOOLUTIL $ee BOTH FOR JUST $185

SOFTWARE ONE
VISA 985 Torrey Hill Drive MasterCard

Columbus, Ohio 43228
(614) 279-8493

Send check or VISNMC number and expiration date
Phone for credit card orders or more information

Ohio residents please add sales tax
We pay shipping on domestic orders

Xenix is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. TRS-8D is a trademark of Tandy Corp.
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*DEMOPAK
A bonanza of fun and games
for the Madel 11/12/16 User

A smorgasboard of over 50 (yes
that's right 50 programs) for leisure
and personal use including games
with many of the old standards such
as Golf, Cannon, Nim, Horserace
and 810ts; personal finance aids
for tasks such as calculations on
loans, annuities and investments;
and math/statistic routines like
linear regression, raots of equations
and Biorythms.

ALL for ONLY ..... *$25.00!!!

Send check or maney arder ta:

SOUTHFORK SOFTWARE, INe.
68 Fairlake Drive

Hattiesburg, MS 39401

Write for Brochure

TRSOOS BASIC to XENIX BASIC 
CONVERSION UTILITIES

When you decide to convert your
BASIC, applicatio.ns from TRSqOS
to XENIX, you're ln for a surpnse.
These two products reduce your
conversion headaches.
Keyword converter - adds appro
pnate spaces to TRSDOS BASIC ~ro
grams to run under XENIX MBASIC.
This program is smart and only
adds spaces where required.
Numeric converter - conv.e~ts integer,
single and double precIsion van
ables in data files to the formats
required by XENIX MBASIC. If you
don't want to rebuild your data
base, this is a must.

Keyword Converter $75.00
Numeric Converter $75.00
Shillping charge 3.00
C.O.O. add 2.00

OROER FROM:<SIS> Computer Software
3669 Central Parkway
Cincinnati, Ohio 45223
Telephone 513-559-0641
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program uses AR (Rule, mar~ing the
beginning of a footnote regIon); AE
(Repcall, replacing the @ to keep
track of calls and notes); and AY
(Eotext, marking the end of the text
on a page when Footnote inserts ex
tra linefeeds). 1 turned to the steps
listed in the manual's Appendix A
("PrinterProblems: The Control
Charaeters Used in Footnote") to
remedy the situation.

Process of elimination determined
that AE was the culprit; however, our
WordStar is patched in such a way
that we don't have many unused con
trol keys with which to make substi
tutions. Of the three characters sug
gested in the Appendix, AQ, AW, and
AF 1used AF since the printer uses AQ
and AW to access special characters.

AIso, 1 had to settle for un-super
scripted notes in both the text and
footnotes because the printer didn't
recognize the AT as the superscript
character. 1 considered that a small
priee to pay for not having to resort
to an IBM Selectric for the final
draft!

If you must change control charac
ters in OPTIüNS.FN, the file con
taining Footnote options, remember
to number and format a new copy of
your text file using the Footnote
menu. Discovering incompatible con
trol characters initially can save you
headaches later, so complete the tuto
rial before proceeding to the real
thing.

One Problem
The only snag 1 encountered using
Footnote was when 1 tried to move a
note call to the previous line in the
text after the file had been numbered
and formatted. 1 deleted the call,
AEAT32AT and typed in AEAT32AT at
the locati~n where 1 wanted it to be.
During the numbering routine, the
lower left corner of the screen dis
played a message, "Discrepancy at
Note 33." Because the problem had to
be resolved before 1 could format the
file again, 1 entered the WordStar
text file and discovered two
AEAT32AT calls; one at the original
location and one at the desired loca
tion.

1 changed the second note call 32 to
@ saved the file, and ran Footnote's
n~mber routine, but still received the

discrepancy at Note 33 message. 1en
tered the WordStar text file again,
changed the first AEAT32AT call to @
and deleted the second AEAT32AT call.
This time the number routine ran
with a hitch.

1was unable to find an example in the
Footnote documentation that ad
dressed this specifie situation, but
decided moving should be treated like
adding except you deal with the call
only, n~t the call and.note. 1 am still
perplexed that the dIscrepancy was
shown at Note 33 when there were
two AEAT32AT calls in the text.

Reeommendatlon
1 can make no claims as to its effec
tiveness when writing a dissertation
or book but Footnote was an im
mense help in preparing the fi~al
manuscript for my Old Enghsh
Language and Literature research
paper (how's that for ironJ:!). The
original text was 15 pages, wIth over
85 footnote entries. When merged,
the finished paper was 20 pages.

Other Capabllltie.
Footnote also cornes with a PAIR
utility that checks WordStar files to
make sure that the control character
used to begin underlining (AS), bold
face print (AB), superscript (AT), etc.,
is paired with an ending control
character. Pair also checks to make
sure that quotation marks, paren
thesis, and brackets have mates.

PAIR sends a "beep" as a warning
message that a problem has been 10
cated; the file is marked with "}" in
the location where no ending or dou
ble mark appears. After PAIR has
run, you can go back into WordStar
and use AQF to 10cate the "}" and
remedy the situation.

If you have ever accidentally un
derlined an entire letter because you
forgot that second AS, you will im
mediately appreciate the usefulness
of this little program.

FootnotelPalr la avallable from:

Digital Marketing
2363 Boulevard Clrele

Walnut Creek, CA 94595
8001828·2222
Priee: $99.00
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SAMPLES OF FOOfNOTE SCREENS
The foUowing examples illustrate the
various steps involved when using
Footnote. (The samples were taken
from the Footnote Manual, for which
we thank them.)

The first example shows a simple text
file (FILE.TXT); the note caUs are
marked appropriately with the sym
bol "@".

FILE.TXT
When in the course of human events,
it becomes necessary for· one people@
to dissolve the political bands whick
have connected them with another@...

This is a sample note file
(NOTE.TXT). Each entry signifies a
separate footnote. Proper procedure
indicates that the beginning of each
entry be marked with a "@"; the end
ing of each entry is marked by a hard
carriage return and a blank line.

NûTE.TXT
@ This is a reference to the American
colonists.

@ That is, with Great Britian.

Select the l'Number'' option from the
Footnote menu ta properly number
aIl note caUs in both the FILE.TXT
and NûTE.TXT files. The following
examples show how the two files look
after the note caUs have been num
bered.

FILE.TXT
When in the course of human events,
it becomes necessary for one
peopleAEATl AT to dissolve the political
bands which ha,ve connected them with
anotherAEAT2AT...

NOTE.TXT
AE"Tl"T This is a reference to the
American colonists.

"E"T2"T That is, with Grea,t Britian.

The next step in the process ta prop
erly format the note caUs is to select
the "Merge" option from Footnote's
menu. The program merges the
NûTE.TXT file into the FILE.TXT
file and formats the page so that the
notes appear at the bottom.

When in the course of human éVents,
it becomes necessary for one
peopleAEAT1"T to dissolve the political
bands which have connected them with
anotherAEAT2AT...
AYAY

[lines omitted]

AR. _
AE"TrT This is a reference to the
American colonists.

AEAT2AT That is, with Great Britian.
.pa

The finished page will look something
like this. Lines have been deleted in
the interest of saving space.

When in the course of human events,
it becomes necessary for one people 1. to
dissolve the political bands which have
connected them with another2...

1 This is a reference to the America,n
colonists.

2 That is, with Great Britian. _

ma IwareM

c® The Small Computer Company, Inc.
of

New York
is now ALSO in

WASHINGTON, OC
Cali us at 202·861·8010

Instant gratification!
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Diagnostic By Vance A. Tucker

CHECK OUT YOUR
DISK DRIVES

Using Dysan's Digital Diagnostic Disk (DDD), an
ordinary-Iooking double-density S-inch floppy disk

which contains intentionally misplaced data, is the easiest
and cheapest way to monitor the condition of your disk
drives. The testing procedure takes about one minute per
drive, requires no tools, and the computer case need not
be opened. You can adjust your drives with the product
and simple hand tools, and you will get a better result
than your local service center.

The extent to which your drives can read the misplaced
data on the DDD indicates their condition. You can test
for radial and azimuthal head alignment, disk centering,
head-positioning, hysteresis, and disk rpm. These tests
diagnose misalignment, dirty heads, worn head-Ioad
paths, wobbly spindle bearings, faulty disk-clamping
mechanisms, and electronic problems.

In order for your drives to read the DDD, you must have
appropriate software. Dysan has put into the public do
main an SOSO assembly language program running under
CP/M-SO capable of performing the DDD tests. You can
find it on various bulletin boards, usually under the name
DDD, the same name as the disk.

The DDD program was not written for the TRS-SO
Models II, 12, and 16, but for Dysan's single-board com
puter with a 4-megaHertz Z-SO microprocessor, a 1793
Western Digital Corporation floppy disk controller, and a
Hazeltine 1500 terminal. However, Models II, 12, and 16
are very similar to Dysan's computer; they have the same
clock rate and microprocessor, and functionally the same
floppy disk controller (the 1791 in the Model II and the
2793 in the Model 12).

How the DDD Disk Works
To understand how the DDD and DDDII(a modified DDD
program that runs under TRSDOS and CP/M) work, con
sider the format in which information is recorded on the
disk. An S-inch disk has 77 concentric tracks, from track 0
(outermost) to track 76 (innermost). On double-density
disks, each track is a magnetized strip 13 milli-inches
wide. Tracks are separated by a non-magnetized strip S
milli-inches wide. Tracks may be recorded on one or both
sides of a disk.

A track is divided into 26 two-part sectors, each 370 bytes
long; a 21-byte identification (ID) field containing the
track number and the sector number, and a data field con
taining 256 bytes of data.
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The DDD data fields are recorded in a peculiar manner,
and the ability of the disk drive's read/write head to read
them is the basis for the DDD's diagnostic abilities.

Head to Track AlIgnment
When reading data from a track, the head contacts the
floppy disk and converts reversaIs of magnetic flux into
an eleetronic signal. If the head is perfectly aligned with
the track, the signal has maximum strength, but if the
track is to one side of the head, the signal weakens. In ex
treme misalignment, the signal is so weak that the head
cannot read the track. There are three types of misalign
ment.

Radial Misallgnment
Radial misalignment occurs when the center of the hole in
the disk coincides with the center of rotation, but the
distance from the center of rotation to the head is not the
same as the track radius. The amount of radial misalign
ment does not change as the disk rotates. The cure is to
reposition the head.

Wobble Misallgnment
In the case of wobble, the center of the hole in the disk co
incides with the center of rotation, but the center of rota
tion moves when the bearings supporting the spindle on
which the disk rotates are loose. Since the center of rota
tion moves, the head cannot maintain a fixed distance
from it, and the amount of misalignment varies as the
disk rotates. The frequency of this variation might be
equal to the disk rotation rate, but not necessarily.

Eccentriclty Misallgnment
Eccentricity occurs when the disk is clamped off-center
on the spindle. The center of rotation is fixed, but it does
not coincide with the center of the hole in the disk. Since
an eccentric track does not have a constant radius rela
tive to the center of rotation, the head cannot maintain
alignment as the disk rotates. The amount of misalign
ment varies with a frequency equal to the disk rotation
rate.

DDD Sector Arrangement
The DDD has its sectors arranged in such a way that it
can be used to detect, among other things, the three types
of misalignment, Le., radial, wobble, and eccentricity.

The DDD sector ID·fields have the proper radius, but on
sorne tracks the data fields are offset by various amounts,
either toward the center hole or away from it. A head,
properly aligned or not, will sooner or later fail to read an
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offset data field, but it usually can read the ID field and
report the sector number in which the failure occurred.
The sector number identifies the offset of the unreadable
field, from which you can deduce the degree of misalign
ment and its cause.

The offset data fields on a DDD track are arranged in a
regular, alternating pattern. The odd-numbered sectors
have offsets toward the center hole, and the even-num
bered sectors have offsets toward the edge of the disk.

Six of the tracks (0, 3, 38, 41, 70, and 73) have progressive
offset data fields forming two spirals; the odd-numbered
ones spiral inward and the even-numbered ones spiral
outward.

Three other tracks (35, 44, and 47) have fixed offsets. AIl
odd-numbered sectors spiral toward the center hole, and
aIl even-numbered sectors spiral away from it.

Track 76 has the data fields written on the track
centerline but progressively rotated. The head writing
the data fields was not tangent to the track, but was
rotated around an axis through the head, parallei to the
disk drive spindle.

DDDII Tests
The program DDDIl loads into RAM from a CPIM disk,
and the DDD disk is placed in the drive to be tested.

Three of the DDDIl tests, the radial test, the centering
test, and the azimuth test, relate to alignment, and they
aIl read the DDD disk the same way. The head moves to
the selected track and begins reading the data fields of
the odd-numbered sectors, starting with 1.

When an unreadable data field is encountered, its sector
number is stored, and the head begins reading even-num
bered sectors, starting with 2. Again, the sector number
of the first unreadable data field is stored. DDDIl then
computes the offsets of the previous data fields (the ~ast
readable ones) and displays them in a format approprlate
for the test. If no sectors can be read, DDDIl reports
"FATAL READ ERROR."

The Radiai Test
The DDDIl radial test reads tracks with progressive off
sets to determine whether the head and track are mis
aligned, and how tolerant the head is of misalignment.

You can diagnose eccentric and radial misalignment with
the radial test by removing and reclamping the disk
several times. Once a disk is clamped eccentricaIly, the
radial test display does not change as it is updated be
cause the sectors that the head fails to read are the same
with each revolution.

There is no way to distinguish the results from radial mis
alignment, or from perfect alignment. However, when
the eccentric disk is reclamped it is unlikely to have the
same angular position on the spindle that it did before,
and the display changes. Any unchanging misalignment is
radial in nature.
The radial test indicates wobbling misalignment if the
display changes each time it is updated. It is possible,
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though unlikely, that the wobble would have the same fre
quency as the disk rotation rate, in which case wobble
would have the appearance of eccentricity.

The Centerlng Test
The DDDII centering test is carried out on the fixed off
set tracks (35, 44, and 47) near the middle track. AIl of the
offsets on these tracks are the same size, but are in alter
nate directions.

If DDDIl can read an equal number of even-numbered
sectors and odd-numbered sectors on a track, it reports
"CENTE.RING OK." If it reads unequal numbers of and
even- and odd-numbered sectors, it reports "RE-CLAMP
DISKETTE," because the disk is eccentrically mounted.
If it can't read the data fields of either sector 1 or 2, it
reports "FATAL READ ERROR."

The centering test is thorough for the region near the
middle track of a disk drive, but a passing grade on the
middle tracks does not guarantee the inner tracks are
equally readable. It is not unusual for the head-read width
to be narrower on the inner tracks, particularly for CDC
drives. Check for this with the radial test.

The Azlmuth Test
The DDDIl azimuth test reads track 76, containing sec
tors with progressively increasing azimuth rotations in
alternate directions, and reports azimuth rotations for
the last sectors it can read on the track, or "FATAL
READ ERROR" if it can't read the data fields of either
sector 1 or sector 2. A head develops azimuth asymmetry
only when it has been rotated in its mounting, so this test
is useful after the head has been replaced. It also confirms
that the innermost track can be read.

The Hysteresls Test
The hysteresis test determines radial positioning by
reading the intermediate track as the head swings be
tween two progressive offset tracks.

The Splndle Speed Test
The DDDIl spindle speed test counts the number of inter
vals that occur between photocell detections of the index
hole. The test display will show the time for one revolu
tion and the number of revolutions per minute. You don't
need the DDD disk for this test; you can use any disk
(even unformatted) with an index hole.

The spindle speed test should show a constant reading of
about 360 rpm on Model Ils because their disk drives have
constant-speed AC motors, instead of the variable-speed
DC motors found in sorne 5-1/4 inch drives. The rpm
would be less if the disk were slipping in the clamp or the
drive belt to the spindle were slipping.

Repalrlng Model Il Disk Drives
Model Ils come with three types of disk drives. The single
drive in the computer case is made by Shugart, except
sorne Model Ils made in the last year of production have a
Texas Peripherals, Inc. (TPI) drive. CDC drives were
used in the disk expansion bays before 1982; they do not
have lights in the door latches. TPI drives were used in
the bays starting in 1982; they have rounded corners and
lights in the door latch.
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The CDC drives are functional and reliable as long as they
are carefully maintained. Unfortunately, the conven
tional analogue alignment techniques used by service
centers do not get at the source of the problem, so one
cannot be sure of getting the drive properly repaired.
With the DDD, maintenance may be done on site quickly
and easily.

The DDD allows you to repair your own disk drives, de
pending on your technical expertise and tools. If you have
a drive making read errors or possessing a head-read
width less than 5 milli-inches, you might consider making
repairs.

Disk Drive Allgnment
It is easy to align the head on a disk drive, but don't be
hasty to do so. The alignment mechanisms are quite
stable, and the head-read width of a properly functioning
head is so wide that mechanical misalignment is usually
trivial. Drives should run for years without requiring
alignment.

CDC drives are notorious for requiring realignment, but
the DDD radial test shows the problem lies elsewhere; the
head-read width becomes narrower on the inner tracks. A
slight misalignment will cause read errors on the inner
tracks.

Realignment can help, but the solution is to expand the
head-read width. Furthermore, alignment is usually done
on the middle track, 38, of an analogue alignment disk,
not necessarily bringing the head over the center of the
inner tracks.

The Symmetry AdJustment
CDC drive head-read widths can be increased by ad
justing a trimming potentiometer (trimpot) while DDDII
displays the results on the screen.

Determine the trimpot's effect by adjusting R32, the low
est trimpot on the disk drive's circuit board, and observ
ing the head-read width on track 73. At sorne point, the
head-read width will be maximum. Turning the trimpot to
either side causes the head-read width to become narrow
and erratic until finally DDDII announces "FATAL
READ ERROR." The adjustment is quite sensitive.

The trimpots are easy to find on the disk drive's printed
circuit board; you're looking for R32, the lowest one.
Don't be afraid to break the paint seal and adjust the trim
pot. The factory setting is not always optimal, and if you
go too far, you can always bring the trimpot back to a
functional position by observing the results on the screen.

The Dlsk Clamping Problem
Another problem peculiar to CDC drives arises with the
disk-clamping mechanism, which is different from that on
Shugart and TPI drives. In CDC drives, a white, plastic
cone slides into the disk's center hole, then expands to
lock the disk to a spinning metal cup. In time, the disks
wear circumferential grooves in the plastic, preventing
them from sliding fully onto the cone. The result is a disk
that distorts or becomes eccentric when clamped. The
head does not contact the distorted disk properly on the
inner tracks, causing DDDII to show a narrow and erratic
head-read width on these tracks.
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Check for distortion with a bare disk that has been re
moved from its protective envelope. When the disk is
clamped on a rotating drive, you see bulges or waves on
its shiny surface.

The cure for distortion is to replace the plastic cone with a
new one; its easy to change by removing one snap ring.
Radio Shack sells the part mounted on a shaft for $58.

Maklng DDD Into DDDU
To get DDDII up and running, you will need the source
code for DDD version 1.0 and the CP/M operating sys
tem. Use the CP/M editor ED to change DDD into DDDII,
and assemble it with the CP/M assembler ASM.

The source code for DDD is 30 pages long, nicely format
ted with related statements collected into blocks, each
with a name boxed in with asterisks. It can be conditional
ly assembled to run under three versions of CP/M; Life
boat 2.24 and 2.25d, and Pickles and Trout 2.2e (as weIl as
TRSDOS 2.0a).

DDDII will run under TRSDOS 2.0a, but you need the
CP/M operating system to get it into a TRSDOS disk file.

Conclusion
Aside from its utility in diagnosing disk drives, DDDII is a
valuable tutorial on peripheral programming techniques.
The programmers at Dysan Corporation did a profession
al job, including many helpful comments. You will find ex
amples of how to program the floppy disk controller chip
and the direct memory access chip, an arcane business in
deed. You will need to study the manufacturer's literature
on these two chips to understand the programming, but
the information is aIl there.

DDDII includes innovative display techniques such as
direct cursor addressing, interesting data conversion
routines, look-up tables and other examples of the assem
bly language programmer's art. The program is long and
intricate, and you can go mad trying to follow the jumps
and calls. First paginate the source code and print an
alphabetical list of labels with references to the pages on
which they can be found.

Like any disk, the DDD will wear out, but the wear rate
can be higher than normal because certain tracks are used
again and again, and for prolonged periods. Wear shows
up gradually as a narrowing of the head-read width. You
can see this by comparing the radial test results on a worn
DDD with those from a new DDD; disks wear out not nec
essarily by catastrophic failure, but by a graduaI diminu
tion in signal strength.

Digital Diagnostic Dlsk Is avallable from:
Dysan Corporation

1244 Reamwood Avenue
Sunnyvale, CA 94089

800/551·9000
Cost: double·slded: $40.00

slngle·slded: $30.00
DDDU source code Is avallable from:

Vance A. Tucker
Department of Zoology

Duke University
Durham, NC 27708

919/884·3484
Cost: $15.00

Speclfy TRSDOS or CP/M version
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INTRODUCING

TheEMPRESS
The most advanced Database Management System
available today for Motorola 68000 Based Machines.
Currently available for the TRS 80 Model16 running
TRS/DOS-16 or XENIX.

FEATURES...
An Interactive Report Writer Second to None • Capable of

Managing an Unlimited Number of Records • Wrillen in 68000
Assembly Language· Range, Choose, and Member Integrity
Checks • Sophisticated Relation Editor with Oillo and Zoom
Facilities • Virtual Fields Computed on Reference • Numeric

Fields of 2, 4, or 8 Bytes with 18 digit precision •
High level Engllsh Language Query System

IDEAL FOR...
Production/Sales/Management Forecastillg alld Plallllill[!.

8400
CHECK OR MONEY OROER

EMPRESSTECHNOLOGY
510 KING ST. • L1TTLETON, MASS 01460 • (617) 486-9601

'EASI - Dra/t 2000'
Computer Aided Drafting System
EASI - Draft 2000 is a menu driven 2D graphies
package written in MC68000 assembly language. It
provides FAST user friendly interactive display
functions that are found typically on systems
costing several times our (under $20,000) intro
ductory priee.

Hardware includes:
TRS-80 Model 168

Vectrix high resolution (672 x 480) color monitor
Summigraphics digitizing tablet

Houston Instruments pIotter (24
H x 36

H paper size)

Software features:
Multiple active drawing viewports

Multi-layered drawings
Graphie symbols and figures with transformations

Stroked text (can be user definable)
CircIes, arcs, ellipses, and curv~ generation

Pan and zoom windowmg
Background plotting

Dynamic rubber band line
Powerful drawing editing functions

EASI Software, Ine.
3425 East 117th Drive 2891 Livonia Center Rd.

Denver, Colorado 80233 Lima, New york 14485
(303) 451-6484 (201) 367-5735



3 Diskettes with documenta
tion (live or six per year), pro
vided in 1005e-leal sleeves.

Includes ail programs pubiished in
Advanced Computing magazine. ail pro
grams and patches that we receive
and check out which are available for
public distribution (a long with our
comments and documentation, and
source code when available). Alleasl
one diskette per year will be devoled
10 each of the major operaling
systems (TRSDOS, CPfM, XENIX)
used with Radio Shack 1lI12f16
computers.

6 Binder for newsletters,
diskettes, comprehensive
software directory, and

mas1er index.

5 Master cumulative index of
ail of the above. Advanced
Computing magazine will in

clude its own cumulative index in
eVfùY third issue, beginning wilh Nov
Dec, 1983 (Vol. 2, No. 3). The Advanc
ed Service index will include, in addi·
tion to the Advanced Computing maga
zine index, the newsletter, diskettes
and documentation, and the software
directory, ail in a single comprehen
sive index.

2 NeWs,etter to be published 26
limes per year. Il will conta in
producl announcements, ar

ticles and correspondence oulside
Advanced Computing magazine's scope
(because of time-value, large size, or
specialized content), and the lates!
news of interest la serious users
(mostly gleaned fram dozens of other
computer publications, and including
abstracts of the more important ar·
ticles).

1 Three-ring binder with inter
nai tabs conlaining specially
printed loose-Ieaf versions of

back issues of two/slxteen, and back
issues of Advanced Computing (succes
sor to Iwo/sixteen), and current issues
of Advanced Compuling, as published,
to complete a one year enrollment in
the ACS (enrollment year runs lrom
April 1984 to March 1985; no matter
when you enroll, you will receive a
combined total of 18 issues of two/slx
teen and Advanced Computlng).

--------------

4 Comprehensive software di
rectory of ail commercially
available programs known to

function correctly on IIf12f16 com
pulers under one or more of the Ihree
major operating systems. Compiling
this directory is a major undertaking,
but we plan to issue the first one in
1984, with updales al least annually.,

------

7 Advanced telephone con
sulting service including
follow-up cali back on sub

sequent developments.

r-----------~------------,o Please enroll me for twelve months
Regular Service FM SU9

o Enclosed is my check for $ or
o Please charge my DVISA DMasler Card for $ _

Card numtJ.er Expiring _

Signalure

Name ~ ~

Address _

Address _

City _

Country (if not US.) _

Please make any address corrections abovs
AOVAHCEO COMPUTING SERVICE. P.O. eox 1216 • LANCASTER. PA • 17603

L --------------------,-----
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